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Abstract

The research activity presented in this thesis concerns the design and the de-

velopment of control systems based on the prediction of the behavior of the

process to be controlled, in order to obtain optimized control performance. The

processes taken into account are electrical power converters and mechatronic

systems. The use of model-based algorithms to predict the process evolution

has been limited for a long time to systems featured by slow dynamics. This is-

sue is related to the time needed to compute the control law, which requires the

real time resolution of a constrained optimization problem, that must be always

solved in a prescribed amount of time, usually corresponding to the sampling

period or even shorter in multi-purpose control units [1]. In recent years the

computational the increasing power of control units has allowed the application

of predictive control algorithms to complex and faster dynamic processes.

Considering the potential of the predictive control to solve multivariable

control problems, thanks to the optimized performance and the efective han-

dling of systemŠs constraints, in this thesis diferent control algorithms have

been developed to solve problems linked to several case studies. Linear Time

Invariant (LTI) model-based MPC approaches have been considered for micro-

positioning piezoelectric systems and power converters. In this context theo-

retical conditions to efectively apply MPC for pre-compensed systems on low

computational hardware have been given. Control approaches for avionic and

marine systems have been also considered. In this context Linear Parameter

Varying (LPV) models have been developed and an innovative solution has

been studied to reduce the computational efort of LPV-based MPC on em-

bedded control platform. All the above controllers have been tested on real

processes, wherever possible, and through highly realistic simulators.
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Sommario

LŠattività di ricerca presentata in questa tesi riguarda il progetto e lo sviluppo

di sistemi di controllo basati sulla predizione del comportamento del processo

da controllare, in modo da ottenere prestazioni di controllo ottimizzate. I

processi presi in considerazione sono convertitori elettrici di potenza e sistemi

meccatronici. LŠuso di algoritmi di controllo basati sul modello per predire

lŠevoluzione del processo è stata limitato a lungo a sistemi caratterizzati da

dinamiche lente. Ciò è dovuto al tempo necessario a calcolare la legge di con-

trollo, che prevede la risoluzione di un problema di minimizzazione vincolata

da efettuarsi nellŠintervallo di campionamento indicato nelle speciĄche di pro-

getto (in tempi minori in caso di unità di controllo che gestiscono più processi).

Negli ultimi anni, la potenza di calcolo delle schede di controllo embedded è

signiĄcativamente aumentata, permettendo di applicare le tecniche di controllo

predittivo a sistemi caratterizzati da dinamiche veloci.

Considerando le potenzialità del controllo predittivo, in questa tesi difer-

enti leggi di controllo sono state sviluppate per far fronte a problematiche di

controllo relative a diferenti casi di studio. Approcci MPC basati su modelli

lineari tempo invariati (LTI) sono state considerati per il controllo di sistemi

di micro-posizionamento piezoelettrici e di convertitori di potenza. In questo

ambito sono state presentate le basi teoriche che permettono di applicare con

successo tali tecniche su schede di controllo caratterizzate da ridotta potenza

computazionale. Controllori per sistemi avionici e marini sono stati inoltre

considerati. In questo ambito, sono stati sviluppati modelli lineari a parametri

tempo varianti (LPV) rispetto ai quali sono stati sviluppati i sistemi di con-

trollo. In questo ambito è stata sviluppata inoltre unŠinnovativa tecnica che

permette di ridurre il carico computazionale richiesto dagli algoritmi MPC

basati su modelli LPV, di modo da permetterne lŠimplementazione su schede

embedded. Tutti i sistemi di controllo sviluppati sono stati testati su processi

reali laddove possibile, ed in alternativa su simulatori altamente realistici.
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Chapter 1

Summary of Ph.D. Research

Activities

The aim of this chapter is to present the main activities that I performed

during my Ph.D. in the triennium 2014-2017, at the Department of Information

Engineering (DII) of the University "Politecnica delle Marche" (UNIVPM).

The thesis is mainly focused on the design and development of model-based

predictive controllers for electrical and mechatronic systems, giving theoretical

advances and experimental results for the control of this kind of systems.

Model Predictive Control (MPC) is an advanced control technique that was

proposed in the process industry already in the late sixties [2, 3], and received

a lot of attention since then [4, 5]. What makes MPC successful in many en-

gineering Ąelds is the capability to optimally handle constrained multivariable

systems, by making explicit use of a prediction model of the system. MPC

derives the input sequence by solving a Ąnite-time, open-loop, optimal control

problem, and applies only the inputs corresponding to the actual time step,

discarding the rest of the input sequence. This procedure is then repeated at

each time step, in the so- called receding horizon fashion. Despite its long

history, MPC is still one of the most Ćourishing Ąelds in the control commu-

nity, [6], and embedded MPC has seen an ever growing interest in the very last

years [7, 8]. Automotive, aerospace and electrical power systems are just some

of the areas where the research in embedded MPC is very active, and these

Ąelds are particularly pushing towards more and more computationally ei-

cient algorithms [9Ű12]. The necessity to solve online an optimization problem

makes the computational burden of MPC higher than many other control al-

gorithms, therefore its application to embedded systems is still a challenge. In-

deed, the fast sampling frequency typical of embedded control is usually paired

with reduced computational power, imposing severe limits to the difusion of

embedded MPC.

This thesis proposes MPC algorithms oriented to address several problems.

The concept of MPC for pre-compensated systems is introduced for the con-

trol of power supplies, with an hard link to Reference Governor (RG) tech-
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nique [13, 14], which has been already successfully used in other engineering

Ąelds, e.g. automotive and robotics [15Ű19]. The proposed algorithms, oriented

to the implementation on embedded boards, give the theoretical conditions to

efectively apply MPC on low computational power hardware of power supplies.

The experimental results show the reliability and feasibility of the method for

those embedded systems where the primal controller cannot be changed for

several reasons, i.e. hard-coded/hardware-based algorithm.

Algorithms to control micro-positioning piezoelectric drivers have been also

studied and developed during the activities related to the Nanorobotic-assisted

Scanning Microwave Microscopy (NaSam2dB) research project. The NaSam2dB

is a MIUR-DAAD Joint Mobilty Program, and the scientiĄc objective of this

cooperative project is to integrate a scanning microscope designed by UNIVPM

into the nanorobotic characterization and manipulation framework developed

by the german group at Oldenburg University (Division of Micro-robotics and

Control Engineering - AMiR). In order to improve control performances of

commercial micro-nano positioning systems, diferent model-based controllers

have been designed and developed to improve transient response performance

of the controlled system. To design the MPC, the piezoelectric system has

been modeled in the form of a Linear Time Invariant (LTI) system. The devel-

oped control laws have given successfully results on diferent embedded control

boards.

MPC algorithms for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) have been developed

during the activities within the Aerial Drone for EnvironmentaL and Energy

(ADELE) research project. The ADELE is a research project funded by UNI-

VPM, and the scientiĄc objective is to design and realize a "Ćying wing" drone

equipped with electric propulsion propellers and hovering auxiliary control sys-

tem for in-Ćight activities. The remotely piloted aerial vehicle will operate as

an aerial platform to support analysis and data acquisition systems. Difer-

ent MPC based on Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) and LTI description of

the nonlinear UAV have been designed and developed in order to optimally

drive the autonomous systems. Furthermore, an innovative solution has been

developed to reduce the LPV-MPC computational efort. This solution uses a

coordinate transformation to reduce the computational burden required by the

MPC-LPV algorithm.This theoretical results is of paramount importance for

the application of embedded LPV-MPC implemented on resource-constrained

platform.

The research activities on autonomous vehicles have also considered a Fault

Tolerant (FT) policy based on a MPC algorithm for the control of vessels. In

this framework an algorithm has been designed to reduce the computational

efort required to formulate the MPC control law with respect to the considered

faults.
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For the rapid prototyping of control and localization solutions on autonomous

vehicles the use of the Robot Operating System (ROS) [20] has been considered

as a Ćexible framework to write software for autonomous robotic platforms.

From the above research activities, the following publications have been ob-

tained:

• Journal

– Cavanini, L., Cimini, G., Ippoliti, G., and Bemporad, A. "Model

predictive control for pre-compensated voltage mode controlled DC-

DC converters." IET Control Theory & Applications (2017).

– Cavanini, L., Cimini, G., Ippoliti, G. "Model predictive control for

pre-compensated power converters: application to current mode con-

trol." IET Control Theory & Applications - under review

– Cavanini Luca and Ippoliti G. "Fault Tolerant Model Predictive Con-

trol for an Over-actuated Vessel." Ocean Engineering - under review

– Cavanini Luca, Ippoliti G. and Camacho E.F. "Model Predictive

Control of a Linear Parameter Varying Model of an UAV." Jour-

nal of Guidance, Control and Dynamics - to be submitted to IEEE

Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems

– Cavanini Luca, Ippoliti G. and Orlando G. "Reference Governor

of a Vertical Take-Off and Landing Fly-Wing Aircraft." Journal of

Guidance, Control and Dynamics - under review

– Cavanini Luca, Cimini G., Ippoliti G. "Computationally efficient

model predictive control for a class of linear parameter-varying sys-

tems." IET Control Theory & Applications - under review

• Conference Proceeding

– Cavanini, L., Cimini, G., and Ippoliti, G. (2016, July)."Model pre-

dictive control for the reference regulation of current mode controlled

DC-DC converters." In IEEE 14th International Conference on In-

dustrial Informatics (INDIN), 2016 (pp. 74-79).

– Cavanini, Luca, et al. "Robust control of piezostage for nanoscale

three-dimensional images acquisition." In 42nd Annual Conference
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of the IEEE Industrial Electronics Society, IECON 2016.

– Cavanini, L., Ciabattoni, L., Ferracuti, F., Ippoliti, G., and Longhi,

S. (2016, July). "Microgrid sizing via profit maximization: a pop-

ulation based optimization approach." In IEEE 14th International

Conference on Industrial Informatics (INDIN), 2016 (pp. 663-668).

– Cavanini Luca, Colombo L., Ippoliti G. and Orlando G. “Devel-

opment and experimental validation of a LQG control for a pre-

compensated multi-axis piezo system.” In IEEE 26th International

Symposium on Industrial Electronics (ISIE), 2017

– Cavanini Luca, Corradini M.L., Ippoliti G. and Orlando G. “A model

predictive control for a multi-axis piezo system: development and

experimental validation.”In IEEE 4th International Conference on

Control, Decision and Information Technologies (CoDIT), 2017.

– Cavanini Luca, Cimini G. and Ippoliti G. “A fast model predictive

control algorithm for linear parameter varying systems with rightin-

vertible input matrix.” In IEEE 25th Mediterranean Conference on

Control and Automation (MED), 2017.

– Cavanini, L., Benetazzo, F., Freddi, A., Longhi, S. and Monteriú,

A. "SLAM-based autonomous wheelchair navigation system for AAL

scenarios." Mechatronic and Embedded Systems and Applications

(MESA), 2014 IEEE/ASME 10th International Conference on. IEEE,

2014.

– Prist, M., Cavanini, L., Longhi, S., Monteriú, A., Ortenzi, D. and

Freddi, A. "A low cost mobile platform for educational robotic ap-

plications." Mechatronic and Embedded Systems and Applications

(MESA), 2014 IEEE/ASME 10th International Conference on. IEEE,

2014.

– Cavanini, L., Cimini, G., Ferracuti, F., Freddi, A., Ippoliti, G., Mon-

teriú, A. and Verdini, F. "A QR-code Localization System for Mobile

Robots: Application to Smart Wheelchairs" In IEEE 8th European

Conference on Mobile Robotics (ECMR), 2017.

• Book Chapter
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– Cavanini, L., Cimini, G., Freddi, A., Ippoliti, G. and Monteriú, A.

"rapros: a ROS Package for Rapid Prototyping." Robot Operating

System (ROS). Springer International Publishing, 2016. 491-508.s

1.1 Structure of the Thesis

This thesis is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 presents the notation used throughout the thesis, and some math-

ematical preliminaries.

In Chapter 3 the linear MPC problem and the corresponding Quadratic Pro-

gramming (QP) formulation are described, presenting the considered control

law formulation for LTI and LPV models, and Ąnally the Reference Governor

(RG) paradigm is given.

Chapter 4 reports the developed solutions for Linear Time Invariant (LTI)

models. Controllers for power converters, piezoelectric actuators systems and

LTI models of unmanned robotic systems have been considered. In the pro-

posed solutions both mathematical modeling and identiĄcation results have

been used to design the considered model-based control solutions.

Chapter 5 reports the developed solutions for Linear Parameter Varying

(LPV) models. In particular two algorithms have been proposed, to control an

autonomous aircraft named Aerosonde, which have been identiĄed in the form

of a LPV models. Theoretical aspects of an innovative solution to reduce the

LPV-MPC computational efort for embedded implementation have been also

detailed in this chapter.

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis, with a summary of what has been presented

together with possible future developments of these research activities.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

For the ease of the reader, this chapter goes over some basic mathematical

preliminaries that will be used in the rest of the thesis. For a detailed discussion

on them, please refer to textbooks on convex optimization [21,22].

2.1 Notation

Let R
n denote the set of real vectors of dimension n and N the set of natural

integers, respectively. Let I ⊂ N be a Ąnite set of integers. For a vector

v ∈ R
n, vi denotes the i-th entry of v. For a matrix A ∈ R

n×m, A′ denotes

its transpose. We denote [ ] the empty matrix (n = 0 or m = 0). For a

square matrix A ∈ R
n×n, A−1 denotes its inverse, if it exists. Given a function

f(x) : Rn → R
m, domf denotes its domain.

2.2 Definitions

Definition 2.2.1. (Convex set). A set S ∈ R
n is convex if for any x1, x2 ∈ S,

and any ξ such that 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1, the following equation holds:

ξx1 + (1− ξ)x2 ∈ S (2.1)

that is, the line segment between any two points of the set belongs to the set

itself.

Definition 2.2.2. (Affine set). A set S ∈ R
n is affine if for any x1, x2 ∈ S,

and any ξ ∈ R, the following equation holds:

ξx1 + (1− ξ)x2 ∈ S (2.2)

that is, the line through any two points of the set belongs to the set itself. Every

affine set is also convex.
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Definition 2.2.3. (Polyhedron). A polyhedron is the set of solution x ∈ R
n to

a system of linear equalities and inequalities, such that

P = ¶x♣Gx ≤ b,Gex = be♢ (2.3)

with G ∈ R
m×n, b ∈ R

m, Ge ∈ R
me×n and be ∈ R

me . Polyhedra are convex

sets.

Definition 2.2.4. (Convex function). A function f : R
n → R is convex

if domf is a convex set and for any x1, x2 ∈ domf and any ξ such that

0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1, the following equation holds:

f(ξx1 + (1− ξ)x2) ≤ ξf(x1) + (1− ξ)f(x2.) (2.4)

If −f is convex, then f is concave.

Definition 2.2.5. (Affine function). A function f : Rn → R
m is affine if it is

of the form f(x) = Gx + b, with G ∈ R
m×n and b ∈ R

m. All affine functions

are both convex and concave.

Definition 2.2.6. (Quadratic function). A function f : Rn → R is quadratic

if it can be written in the form:

f(x) :
1

2
x′Hx+ h′x+ k (2.5)

with H ∈ R
n×n a symmetric matrix, h ∈ R

n and k ∈ R. A quadratic function

is convex if and only if H ≥ 0. In the rest of the thesis k = 0 holds, therefore

the constant term k will be omitted.

Definition 2.2.7. (Convex optimization). A convex optimization problem is

of the form

minx f0(x)

s.t. fi(x) ≤ bi, i = 1, . . . ,m, (2.6)

where f0, . . . , fm : Rn → R are convex functions.

Definition 2.2.8. (Quadratic programming). A quadratic programming (QP)

problem minimizes a convex quadratic function over a polyhedron. A QP prob-

lem can be written in the following form:

minx
1

2
x′Hx+ h′x

s.t.Gx ≤ b

Gex = be (2.7)
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where H ∈ R
n×n is symmetric, H ≥ 0, h ∈ R

n, G ∈ R
m×n, b ∈ R

m, Ge ∈

R
me×n and be ∈ R

me .
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Chapter 3

Model Predictive Control

Model Predictive Control (MPC) is an advanced model-based control tech-

niques allowing to deal with safety constraints and equipments routinely [4,5].

MPC groups a large set of predictive policies that consider a process model to

compute an optimal control action by minimizing a cost function. Basically,

the diferent predictive control policies share a set of common features:

• a mathematical model of the controlled process is considered to predict

the system behavior over a time horizon;

• a cost function is minimized to compute the control signal to optimally

drive the considered plant;

• the optimization sequence is computed iteratively with respect to the

instantaneous system state and only the Ąrst predicted control efort is

applied, according with the receding horizon strategy.

If the ability to explicit introduce constraints in the control law represents the

main advantage provided by the MPC, there are also various issues that are

directly addressed by this control policy: it can be used to drive complex mul-

tivariable dynamics by an intuitive tuning, it intrinsically compensates dead

times and considers measured disturbances and the control law presents im-

portant additive features, as the possibility to consider the future reference

when it is know a-priori. On the other hand, the main problem is still repre-

sented by the computational efort required to compute the MPC control law.

Infact the predictive control is an optimal control law that requires to solve

iteratively an optimization problem in the prescribed sampling time, and this

aspect limits the application of MPC to slow dynamics processes. In order to

overcome this problem, several solution have been proposed, i.e. unconstrained

predictive controllers (equivalent to LQR and LQG controllers) [23], linear ma-

trix inequalities (LMI) [24] and explicit approximated solutions (EMPC) [25].

In the last years, based on these approaches, and thanks to the improvement

of hardware computational capabilities, MPC has found application to con-

trol nonlinear plants with fast dynamics. In this chapter diferent formulations
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of the predictive control used in this thesis has been reported. For a com-

prehensive overview on the recent achievements and future developments of

MPC, please refer to the survey paper [6]. In Sec. 3.1 the MPC minimization

problem for discrete LTI models has been considered, reporting the condensed

QP formulation (Sec. 3.1.1) and the standard state observer (Sec.3.1.2). The

LPV-MPC approach has been considered in Section 3.2, reporting the LPV

paradigm and the predictive control approach. In Section 3.3 the Reference

Governor (RG) control approach based on predictive control has been reported.

3.1 Linear Time Invariant Model Predictive Control

In this section the MPC control law for LTI models is given, reporting cost func-

tion and constrains formulation and the condensed QP formulation considered

in this thesis [4, 5].

Figure 3.1: The open-loop optimization problem solved by MPC at two succes-
sive time sampling instant t and t+ 1.

The linear MPC consider a LTI representation of a real plant to predict

the future system behavior and compute the optimal control sequence under

prescribed constraints on input and output. A discrete time LTI plant model

in space-state representation has been considered

xk+1 = Adxdk +Bduk

yk = Cdxdk (3.1)
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where the system matrices are Ad ∈ R
nxd×nxd , Bd ∈ R

nxd×nu and Cd ∈

R
ny×nxd , the state vector is xdk ∈ R

nxd , the input vector is uk ∈ R
nu and

the output vector is yk ∈ R
ny . The objective of the controller is to steer the

outputs y to track the references r.

The set of future inputs is computed by optimizing a cost function of the

control performances, such as the tracking error and the control efort. The cost

function is minimized subject to the constraints imposed by the dynamics of

the system, i.e. the LTI model of Eq. (3.1), and constraints on both inputs and

outputs. Only the inputs at time-step k are actually applied to the system,

discarding the rest of the sequence. The procedure is repeated again at the

next sampling time, shifting the horizon by one step (receding horizon). The

number of future steps for which MPC computes the prediction at time k, is

called prediction horizon and it is denoted by Np. On the other hand, the

number of Şfree movesŤ of the inputs to be optimized is called control horizon,

denoted by Nu, and it is chosen such that 0 ≤ Nu ≤ Np For the prediction

instants greater then Nu, the last free move is ŞfrozenŤ to the past value. This

is done to reduce the computational efort required to solve the optimization

problem, because the size of the primal vector depends on Nu. Figure 3.1

shows the operation of MPC at two successive time instances. Furthermore

the constrained optimization problem solved iteratively by the MPC is

min.
∆u

Np−1
∑

i=1

∥Q(yk+i♣k − rk)∥2
2 (3.2a)

+

Nu−1∑

j=0

∥R∆uk+j♣k∥
2
2+∥P (yk+Np♣k − rk+Np)∥2

2 (3.2b)

s.t. xdk+i+1♣k
= Adxdk+i♣k

+Bduk+i♣k (3.2c)

yk+i+1♣k = Cdxdk+i+1♣k
(3.2d)

xdk♣k
= xdk (3.2e)

∆uk+Nu+j♣k = 0 (3.2f)

∆uk+v♣k ∈ D (3.2g)

uk+v♣k ∈ U (3.2h)

yk+i♣k ∈ Y (3.2i)

i ∈ ¶0, . . . , Np − 1♢ (3.2j)

j ∈ ¶0, . . . , Nu − 1♢ (3.2k)

whereQ, R and P are weight matrices of appropriate dimension, xdk+i♣k
denotes

the prediction of the variable xd at time k+i based on the information available

at time k, ∆uk+i♣k is the vector of the input increments, with uk−1♣k = uk−1, rk

13
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is the vector of output references, U, D and Y are polyhedral sets of constraints

on inputs, input rate and outputs, respectively.

3.1.1 Condensed form

In this section the parametric condensed Quadratic Programming (QP) form of

the MPC optimization problem (3.2) is presented. DeĄning ∆uk = uk − uk−1,

the system of Eq. (3.1) became

[

∆xdk+1

yk+1

]

  

xk+1

=

[

Ad 0

CdAd I

]

  

A

[

∆xdk
yk

]

  

xk

+

[

Bd
CdBd

]

  

B

∆uk

yk =
[

0 I
]

  

C

[

∆xdk
yk

]

  

xk

(3.3)

with 0 ∈ R
ny×nxd and I ∈ R

ny×ny . Considering a sequence of Nu input for the

plant model of Eq. (3.3), the predicted evolution of the plant over an horizon

of Np (such that Np ≥ Nu) time instances can be computed by

Y = Exk + Φ∆U (3.4)

where

∆U =
[

∆uk ∆uk+1 . . . ∆uk+Nu−1

]′

Y =
[

yk+1♣k + · · ·+ yk+Np♣k

]′

(3.5)

E =

⋃

⎢
⎢
⎢
⨄

CA

CA2

. . .

CANp

⋂

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
, Φ =

⋃

⎢
⎢
⎢
⨄

CB 0 . . . 0

CAB CB . . . 0

. . . . . . . . .

CANp−1B . . . . . . CANp−NuB

⋂

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
. (3.6)

The solution of the MPC optimization problem is the sequence of inputs ∆U

that optimally drive the plant of Eq. (3.1). Considering prediction equation

(3.4), the MPC cost function J(x(k),∆U) can be formulated in the condensed

form

J(x(k),∆U) = ∆U
′

(Φ
′

Q̄Φ + R̄)
  

H

∆U + ∆U
′

Φ′Q̄(Exk − S)
  

h

(3.7)
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where, from Eq. (3.2) the weight matrices are

Q̄ =

⋃

⎢
⎢
⎢
⨄

Q2 0 . . .

. . . . . . . . .

. . . Q2 . . .

. . . 0 P 2

⋂

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

, R̄ =

⋃

⎢
⎢
⎢
⨄

R2 0 . . .

. . . . . . . . .

. . . R2 . . .

. . . 0 R2

⋂

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(3.8)

and, considering u(i)m the input bounds values at the prediction time instance

i, ∆u(i)m the input rate bounds values at the prediction time instance i and

y(j)m the output bounds at the prediction time instance j, with i=0, . . . , Nu−1

and j=0, . . . , Np − 1, the bounds matrices in condensed form are

Umin =

⋃

⎢
⎢
⨄

u(0)m

...

u(Nu−1)m

⋂

⎥
⎥
⎦
, Umax =

⋃

⎢
⎢
⨄

u(0)M

...

u(Nu−1)M

⋂

⎥
⎥
⎦
,

∆Umin =

⋃

⎢
⎢
⨄

∆u(0)m

...

∆u(Nu−1)m

⋂

⎥
⎥
⎦
, ∆Umax =

⋃

⎢
⎢
⨄

∆u(0)M

...

∆u(Nu−1)M

⋂

⎥
⎥
⎦
,

Ymin =

⋃

⎢
⎢
⨄

y(0)m

...

y(Np−1)m

⋂

⎥
⎥
⎦
, Ymax =

⋃

⎢
⎢
⨄

y(0)M

...

y(Np−1)M

⋂

⎥
⎥
⎦

(3.9)

such that the bounds matrix S is

S =
[

Umax −Umin ∆Umax −∆Umin Ymax −Ymin

]′

. (3.10)

In Eq. (3.7) the hessian matrix H ∈ R
nz×nz is diagonal and semi-deĄnite

positive and the matrix h ∈ R
nz is the linear term. The problem of Eq. (3.7) is

a convex optimization problem and the solution in absence of constraints can

be obtained in closed form, equalizing to zero the Ąrst derivative of the cost

function. Considering a parameters array ρk =
[

uk−1 xk rk

]′

∈ P used to

update iteratively the problem with respect to the plant state at time instance

k where P ∈ R
nρ is a bounded set of interest, the Eq. (3.7) deĄnes the QP

problem

min.
z

1

2
z′Hz + ρ′

kF
′z (3.11)

where F ∈ R
nz×nρ and z ∈ R

nz is the optimization variables array.

The introduction of constraints in the minimization problem allows to con-

sider more speciĄcs directly in the control law. Standard MPC constraints

allow to impose bounds to the generated control signal, the variation rates and
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the plant output values. Constraints are formulated in terms of ∆U of Eq. (3.7)

in order to obtain a parametric compact formulation as

⋃

⎢
⨄

G1

G2

G3

⋂

⎥
⎦∆U ≤

⋃

⎢
⨄

b1

b2

b3

⋂

⎥
⎦ (3.12)

where

G1 =

[

−C2

C2

]

, b1 =

[

−Umin + C1uk−1

Umax − C1uk−1

]

G2 =

[

−I

I

]

, b2 =

[

−∆Umin
∆Umax

]

G3 =

[

−Φ

Φ

]

, b3 =

[

−Ymin + Exk
Ymax − Exk

]

(3.13)

with C1, C2 having the same size of F , Φ and structure

C1 =

⋃

⎢
⎢
⎢
⨄

I

I

. . .

I

⋂

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
, C2 =

⋃

⎢
⎢
⎢
⨄

I 0 . . . . . . 0

I I 0 . . . 0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I I . . . I I

⋂

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
. (3.14)

Considering the QP problem formulation given in Eq. (4.28), constraints on

input rate, input and output of Eq. (3.12), can be expressed with respect to

the parameter array ρk of Eq. (4.28) in order to formulate the constrained QP

problem of MPC as

min.
z

1

2
z′Hz + ρ′

kF
′z (3.15)

s.t. Gz ≤Wρk + wk (3.16)

with G ∈ R
m×nz , W ∈ R

m×nρ and wk ∈ R
m. Constraint formulation given in

Eq. (3.12) considers to limit the input rate, the input and the output maximum

and minimum value, in order to avoid unrequested behavior related to actuators

saturations and process physical limits.

MPC constraints are classiĄed in hard and soft constraints:

• hard constraints must be satisĄed at all times otherwise the problem

is infeasible

• soft constraints can be violated to avoid infeasibility. Strategies for

handling soft constraints are i) remove least critical constraint until op-

timization is feasible or ii) impose hard constraints on the probability of

violating each soft constraint.
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In order to prevent infeasibility of the QP problem, the standard approach is

represented by the introduction of a panic (slack) variable in the optimization

problem [4]. The slack variable, related to a weight too big with respect to

other optimization variables, allows to expand the space of solutions, widening

problem constraints in the considered optimization. The conditions for the

stability of this control scheme have been formalized in [26], where it is shown

that nominal stability of MPC for linear systems is achieved either by adding

a terminal cost and constraint, or by extending the prediction horizon.

3.1.2 State observer

MPC uses the instantaneous state value to compute iteratively process evolu-

tion with respect to the optimization sequence. In real world processes, due to

the presence of disturbances, noise and model uncertain, an appropriate Ąlter

is required in order to provided an estimation of the state array closed to the

real one. Furthermore, prediction model can not correspond to the real process

model. In order to obtain the required plant state array estimation, usually a

Kalman state estimator is introduced in the MPC control law. Kalman Ąlter

has been proposed in 1960 from R.E. Kalman in his paper describing a recur-

sive solution to the discrete time linear Ąltering problem [27]. The discrete

Kalman Ąlter, formulated with respect to the discrete LTI model of Eq. (3.1)

is composed by the well known equations:

x̂dk♣k
= x̂dk♣k−1

+M(yk − Cdx̂dk♣k−1
)

x̂dk+1♣k
= Adx̂dk♣k−1

+Bduk + L(yk − Cdx̂dk♣k−1
). (3.17)

3.2 Linear Parameter-Varying Model Predictive

Control

Nonlinear Model Predictive Control (NL-MPC) is considered one of the main

solution for real-time control of nonlinear processes and it Ąnd application in

a large range of Ąelds. On the other hand, NL-MPC requires a strong com-

putational burden that reduce the set of real world applications to the slower

control problem. Nowadays, a standard solution to optimal constrained con-

trol of nonlinear plants considers to describe processes by a Linear Parameter-

Varying (LPV) models. These models are based on linear or piecewise-linear

approximations of the nonlinear plant.

Linear Parameter-Varying (LPV) formalism has been introduced by Shamma

in his Ph.D. thesis [28] in 1988 considering the design of scheduled controllers.

Gain scheduling control techniques consider the control of nonlinear systems

by nonlinear controllers designed patching together a set of linear controllers
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blended on-line with the plant evolution by interpolation or switching policies.

LPV representation is widely used to describe not only nonlinear plants but also

several dynamics, such hybrid dynamical systems (the parameters belong to a

set of discrete values) or jump linear systems (the evolution of the parameters

can be described by probabilistic rules). LPV considers a continuous nonlinear

plant in space-state form

ẋ(t) =A(t)x(t) +B(t)u((t)

y(t) =C(t)x(t) (3.18)

with A(t), B(t) and C(t) time varying matrices evolving with some nonlinear

law. In the LPV framework the nonlinear plant of Eq. (3.18) is represented by

a dynamical model as

ẋ(t) =A(θ(t))x(t) +B(θ(t))u((t)

y(t) =C(θ(t))x(t) (3.19)

where θ(t) is an array of time-varying scheduling parameters allowing to de-

scribe the nonlinear system behavior by a collection of indexed LTI models.

The parameter array is named exogenous when is not related to the state evo-

lution and endogenous when it is possible to represent it evolution by some

state variable relationship θ(t) = h(x(t)).

LPV approach allows to abstract away this nonlinear dependency, resulting

in linear, but non-stationary, dynamics [29]. LPV framework is strictly related

to the LTI paradigm as much as the diference between two approaches is

evident (LTI models are stationary, LPV representation are not) [30]. A less

obvious diference distinct LPV and Linear Time Varying (LTV) models, that

difer for considerations about stability and controller synthesis.

In order to obtain a suitable representation of a LPV model as in Eq. (3.18),

several representations of time-varying matrices have been proposed:

• Aine parameters dependence of linear parameter-varying models (LPV-

A) [31] considers to explicit a generic L(t) = L(θ(t)) matrices in the

form

L(t) = L0 + L1θ1(t) + L2θ2(t) + · · ·+ Lnθθnθ (t) (3.20)

that can be particularized in input aine parameter dependence (LPV-

IA), where B, D matrices are time varying and C, A matrices are constant.

• Rational parameter dependance representation (LPV-R) [32] consider to
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been proposed in order to obtain a useful plant model for the control. These

procedures are classiĄed as [35]:

• Local approach [36]: by diferent experiments, a set of local LTI mod-

els is identiĄed and the Ąnal LPV plant is computed interpolating time

invariant systems along the parameter trajectory;

• Global approach [31]: consider a single experiment in which the param-

eter is excited to assume all values of interest in the studied scenario. A

parameter-dependent model is directly obtained.

Both approaches can be used to solve the identiĄcation problem obtaining

input-output representations as space-state LPV models. Considering local

approach to the LPV identiĄcation, the main solutions are:

• Steinbuch approach [37] considers to estimate a transfer function from

the local frequency response and then to interpolate a global function

Ątting the local ones. The global transfer function is Ąnally casted in

the Canonical Controllability Form (CCF). The issues is that the CCF

conversion not guarantees the validity of the local models in the same

state-space basis;

• Paijmans method [38] parametrizes local models by poles, zeros and gain

factored in low order subsystems and decomposed according with a set

of rules, but it is valid only for SISO systems;

• Lovera approach [39] addresses numerical issues identifying local discrete

LTI models by subspace algorithms, balancing the models by numeri-

cal algorithm and using the bilinear transformation to obtain continuous

time models. This approach can be used to obtain the Linear Fractional

Representation (LFR).

The widely used global LPV identiĄcation techniques are:

• Nemani [40] solution considers to identify single LPV-LFR systems with

a scalar parameter, with state array accessible, using root least square

method;

• Lovera method [41] is oriented to MIMO plants considering a least square

optimization problem, introducing noisy state vector measurement in the

identiĄcation, if available;

• Lee and Poolla [42] technique is a maximum likelihood MIMO LPV-

LFR plant identiĄcation solution, and the main issue is related to its

initialization which is based on the computation of gradient and hessian;
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• Subspace methods [43], related to the extension of the LTI subspace ap-

proach to LPV plants and proposed in several versions.

In this thesis, the LPV space state model representation is considered, as-

suming that the parameter array θk is iteratively measurable or estimable,

such that the considered nonlinear process can be described iteratively by a

LTI model. This LTI is obtained Ąxing the parameter array instantaneous

value

xk+1 =A(θk)xk +B(θk)uk

yk =C(θk)xk. (3.25)

The LPV model of Eq. (3.25), represented in terms of the instantaneous value

of the time-varying parameter array θk, can be described by a space state

model deĄned by the space state matrices evaluated at the time instance k,

A(θk) = Ak, B(θk) = Bk and C(θk) = Ck, such as

xk+1 = Akxk +Bkuk

yk = Ckxk. (3.26)

The standard LPV-MPC paradigm [44] considers to iteratively reformulate the

QP problem with respect to θk, evaluating at each time instance the plant

model of Eq. (3.26) [45], such as

min.
z

1

2
z′Hkz + ρ′

kF
′
kz

Gkz ≤Wkρk + wk (3.27)

where Hk = H(θk), Fk = F (θk), Gk = G(θk) and Wk = W (θk).

3.3 Reference Governor

Figure 3.3: The Reference Governor control scheme
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Reference and command governors are add-on control schemes, as shown in

Fig. 3.3, which enforce state and control constraints on pre-stabilized systems

by modifying, whenever necessary, the reference signal [16]. Model Predictive

Control based Reference Governor (RG) policies consider the introduction of a

slower external MPC loop developed with respect to the internal control loop

model. The main advantage given by the introduction of the MPC loop is

represented by the iterative optimization of the reference trajectory that also

allows to avoid potential constraints violation [46].

3.3.1 Reference Governor for LTI system

In order to resume basic elements of RG policy for multi-input multi-output

systems, usually named vector RG [16], the approach to LTI pre-compensated

system is here brieĆy presented. When the vector RG policy is used to control

single-output single-input processes, it is usually known as scalar RG.

A discrete multi-input multi-output pre-compensated LTI system in space

state form is considered

xk+1 = Axk +Bvk +Bwk

yk = Cxk +Dvk +Dwwk (3.28)

with x ∈ R
nx the state vector, v ∈ R

nv the primal controller reference vector,

w ∈ R
nw the disturbance vector and y ∈ R

ny the plant output vector. The

disturbance vector is considered unmeasured but bounded, with know bounds

such that w ∈ W, where W is a given compact set. Due to the presence of

the primal controller, the pre-compensated system is assumed asymptotically

stable, and the state transition matrix A can be assumed to be a Schur matrix

(all eigenvalues are in the interior of the unit disk). Constraints are imposed

on the controlled output, such that

yk+i ∈ Y , for i > 0 (3.29)

where Y ∈ R
ny , with R

ny a prescribed set. For computational reason Y is a

convex polytope [47]. The target of the RG is to drive the applied reference, vk,

is such a way that it is as close as possible to the desired reference rk (unknown

in advance), and the constraints are enforced. The vector RG consider the

reference signal update law [48]

vk = vk−1 +Kk (rk − vk−1) (3.30)

where Kk ∈ R
nv is the update matrix, considered diagonal to decouple the

computed reference signal update. In order to iteratively compute optimally
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the elements of the update matrix Kk, they are obtained minimizing a cost

function

minvk(vk − rk)Q(vk − rk)′ (3.31)

where Q ∈ R
nv is a positive deĄnite symmetric weight matrix (Q = Q

′

> 0).

3.3.2 Reference Governor policies

Considering the proposed approach to the RG control problem, and its for-

mulation in the form of a quadratic programming problem, MPC-based RG

is become the standard approach to the command control problem. Further-

more, innovative formulations and RG solutions consider several approaches

with respect to standard MPC feedback control:

• The feedforward reference governor idea is that if the set-point modiĄ-

cations are suiciently slow then one can have high conĄdence on the

expected value of the state, even in the absence of an explicit measure-

ment of it, because of the asymptotic stability of the pre-compensated

system at hand [49];

• Reduced order reference governors for systems with states decomposable

into ŞslowŤ and ŞfastŤ states can be based on the reduced order model

for ŞslowŤ states, provided constraints are tightened to ensure that the

contributions of fast states do not cause constraint violation [50];

• Network reference governor handling variable delays, where the controller

and the plant are connected via a, usually non-ideal, communication net-

work [51];

• Virtual state governor for integrating existing controllers solves a slightly

diferent problem, namely how to integrate multiple actuators, each one

equipped with an assigned non-modiĄable feedback control law [8].

The topic of these governor policies is to preserve the pre-compensated system,

by ensuring that the modiĄed reference command is closed to the original ref-

erence subject to constraints. The scalar reference governor is attractive as it

leads to computationally simple implementations for both linear and nonlin-

ear systems with disturbances and parameter uncertainties. Other reference

governor policies are more complex but provide better performance or address

special problems [46, 52]. For a complete review of the state of the art of RG

it is possible to refer to [16].
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MPC for LTI systems

MPC for Linear Time Invariant (LTI) models represents the basic approach to

the predictive control, as yet described in Chapter 3. Despite of the real world

system are featured by nonlinear dynamics, LTI-MPC represents a valid ap-

proach to optimally control a wide set of real systems. In this chapter diferent

MPC algorithms are proposed, presenting several approaches allowing to con-

trol the considered plants. In Sec. 4.1 MPC policies for the control of DC-DC

buck power converters have been presented. The controlled converters perfor-

mance are improve by the introduction of an external MPC loop that, accord-

ing to the paradigm of the Reference Governor (RG) (see Sec. 3.3), optimally

modiĄes the internal loop reference signal. Theoretical conditions to efectively

apply MPC for pre-compensed systems on low computational hardware have

been also given. In Sec. 4.2, considering both MPC and RG approaches, dif-

ferent control laws for piezoelectric actuators are proposed. In the considered

approach the piezo systems are represented by a LTI model obtained by an iden-

tiĄcation procedure. Diferent MPC algorithms are proposed and the control

results are reported, showing the goodness of the proposed controllers, in com-

parison with respect to provided commercial controllers. Section 4.3 presents

LTI-MPC algorithms for the control of Unmanned Vehicles. In Section 4.3.1,

an LTI-MPC for the control of a pre-compensated VTOL aircraft is proposed.

The system, provided by a low level linear controller has been modeled in the

form of an LTI system considering to trim it in an appropriate operating op-

erating point. The RG formulated with respect to the considered LTI systems

has been used to improve the control performances of the pre-compensated

aircraft over all the possible asset conĄgurations. The improvement has been

compared with respect to the primal controllersŠ results. Section 4.3.2 con-

cludes the chapter presenting a Fault Tolerant (FT) MPC algorithm to control

an over-actuated vessel. In the proposed algorithm the vessel is modeled by

an LTI system and by a feedback loop from the actuators and the controller, a

FT policy has been introduced in the MPC. The proposed control law allows

to improve the control performance in case of actuatorsŠ faults, and also to

deĄne non controllable scenarios. The FT-MPC algorithm has been compared
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with standard MPC controller in order to show the performance improvement

introduced by the proposed FT policy.

4.1 Power Converter

In the last years, the continuously increasing tightening of eiciency and per-

formance requirements (ENERGY STAR®) enhanced several research Ąelds in

the control of power supplies [53]. Among them, Model Predictive Control

(MPC) saw a wide interest from both academy and industry [54]. The main

aspects that favored the interest of MPC in this Ąeld are the intuitive design

and tuning of the controller, the enhanced performance and the availability

of relatively accurate models for electrical devices [55]. Such highly requested

features come at the cost of cumbersome online calculations, which have lim-

ited the spread of the method in fast-sampled systems. For these reasons,

researchers have been encouraged in looking into eicient solutions for embed-

ded MPC implementations [56], instead of using powerful embedded boards,

like Field Programmable Arrays (FPGAs), that could not be available for such

systems [57]. Moreover, the very recent complexity certiĄcation of Quadratic

Programming (QP) solvers is a step forward into safe implementation of em-

bedded MPC [56]. When dealing with transistors-based devices, the literature

splits into two branches. Continuous Control Set (CCS)-MPC takes control ac-

tions into a continuous set, which is usually the duty cycle of the Pulse Width

Modulation (PWM). Finite Control Set (FCS)-MPC exploits the discrete na-

ture of power converters and takes action in a discrete control set namely the

Ąnite combinations of predicted switchesŠ states [58]. To deal with the com-

putational load, explicit MPC is the preferred solution for CCS-MPC. It pre-

solves the optimization problem through multiparametric Quadratic Program-

ming (mpQP), and the implemented controller turns to be a PieceWise Aine

(PWA) function of parameters, easy to be applied online [59]. Explicit MPC

has already been successfully used for power converters control [60]. However,

it becomes impractical when the number of inputs or the prediction horizon is

not small enough, due to the high memory requirements. On the other hand,

several algorithms have been proposed to eiciently implement FCS-MPC, and

to achieve long prediction horizons [58]. The performances of CCS and FCS-

MPC have been recently compared [61]. FCS-MPC usually provides a faster

response time than CCS-MPC. However, CCS-MPC decouples the switching

frequency from the controller sampling time, and it operates the converter at

a Ąxed frequency. For these reasons CCS-MPC is more often preferred in in-

dustrial applications. The aim of this section is to investigate CCS-MPC for

pre-compensated DC-DC converters. Following the idea of the Reference Gov-

ernor (RG)(see Sec. 3.3), this thesis presents the design of an MPC loop that
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regulates a DC-DC converter while manipulating the reference of the actual

primal controller [13,14]. Several engineering Ąelds have already experimented

the use of RG, like automotive and robotics [15]. However, the focus of the

current research on power electronicsŠ control algorithms, is almost completely

based on replacing the standard controller. Only few recent attempts can be

found where the modiĄcation of the reference is used to improve the transient

response of standard controllers [62]. Power conversion seems to be a Ąeld

where the control of pre-compensated systems could Ąnd an important role.

Indeed, very often there is no possibility to change the native controller, which

is hard coded or even hardware based [63]. The designer could also have the

necessity to retain the primal controller due to stability and robustness certi-

Ącation [64]. Furthermore a double loop, multi-rate, control structure would

permit to exploit the beneĄts of MPC with a slower sampling frequency, im-

proving the feasibility of CCS-MPC in such fast sampling and computationally

cheap systems. In the following, the application of MPC to manage the refer-

ence of pre-compensated power converters have been tested, considering both

Voltage Mode Control (VMC) and Current Mode Control (CMC) primal con-

trol strategies. This chapter is structured as follows.

In Sec. 4.1.1 the buck converter plant model has been considered. The pro-

posed MPC-VMC and MPC-CMC control policies have been introduced in

Sec.4.1.2 and 4.1.3, respectively, where the control laws formulation and the

simulation and experimental control tests have been given.

4.1.1 DC-DC Buck Converter

DC-DC converters are switching systems due to the discrete input that as-

sumes values in the set ¶0, 1♢. This input corresponds to the on/of state of the

switch. Although discrete actuation is a possible alternative, PWM converters

are usually preferred in industrial applications. The main reason is the Ąxed

switching frequency provided by the modulator which reduces the stress of the

components. In addition, this permits to decouple switching and control fre-

quencies, guaranteeing at the same time good ripple reduction and satisfactory

sampling time. The model of PWM converters are averaged continuous model

over a switching period [65]. For the DC-DC buck converter considered, the

averaged model is:

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) (4.1a)

y(t) = Cx(t) (4.1b)
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Figure 4.1: Electrical schematic of the synchronous DC-DC buck converter.
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The states x(t) =
[

il(t) v(t)
]′

are the inductor current and the output voltage,

respectively, whereas the input u(t) = d(t) is the duty cycle of the PWM and

gets values in the range R[0,1]. L and C are the inductor and capacitor values,

Rl and Ron the parasitic components of the inductor and switch, Vg is the

input voltage, and R is the supplied load. Synchronous converters are usually

controlled with a single input, with a master-slave technique that drives the two

switches [65]. In buck converters the primary switch is high-side, and directly

driven by the PWM signal. The second transistor is low-side, and actuated by

a complementary signal.

4.1.2 MPC for pre-compensated VMC Buck Converter

Voltage based control must guarantee the regulation of the output voltage at

the desired value. The most widely used controllers are Voltage Mode Control

(VMC) and Current Mode Control (CMC), and nowadays they are consid-

ered a technology [65, 66]. The Ąrst has a single loop with voltage feedback,

the second presents a cascaded structure with inner current and outer voltage

control loops. CMC exploits the faster dynamics of the current to provide a

responsive control and over current protection, however it needs a current sen-

sor which brings extra cost, space and susceptibility to noise [66]. For these

reasons, VMC is preferred in some applications for its simplicity. Nonetheless

VMC and CMC are still subject of research for performance improvements [67].

However, standard linear control is the Ąrst choice for consumer electronics, and

improvements in this Ąeld are not the aim of this thesis. The standard VMC
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Figure 4.2: Standard Voltage Mode Control.

has been implemented with a linear Proportional Integral (PI) regulator [65].

The block scheme of the controller is depicted in Fig. 4.2. The parameters of

the controller are tuned with small-signals modeling, see e.g. [68]. Bandwidth

and stability margins are usually considered to obtain a satisfactory controller.

As a rule of thumb, a controller that exhibits a gain margin of about 10dB

and a phase margin greater than 45 degrees is desirable [65, 68]. The linear

controller derived has been obtained following this general rule of thumb.

4.1.2.1 Closed-loop VMC model

In order to design the MPC controller, the mathematical model of the pre-

compensated closed-loop system must be known, and it is derived in the fol-

lowing. The purpose of this section is to remain as general as possible, thus the

controller derivation is carried out for a PID regulator, even if PI controllers

usually guarantee satisfactory performance for DC-DC converters.

The discrete-time Linear Time Invariant (LTI) model of the system is directly

obtained from equations (4.1) and (4.2), such as

x(k + 1) = Adx(k) +Bdu(k) (4.3a)

y(k) = Cdx(k), (4.3b)

where k ∈ N is the discrete-time index, Ad = eATs , Bd =
√ Ts

0
eAτdτB, and

Cd = C, are the discrete-time state-space matrices.

Definition 4.1.1. Consider the parallel formulation of a PID controller

u(k) =

(

Kp +KiTs
z

z − 1
+Kd

δ

1 + δTs
z
z−1

)

e(k) (4.4)
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its discrete-time LTI state space representation is Sc(Ac, Bc, Cc, Dc), with

xc(k + 1) =

[

1 0

0 α

]

  

Ap

xc(k) +

[

K̃I

−K̃D(1− α)

]

  

Bp

uc(k)

yc(k) =
[

1 1
]

  

Cp

xc(k) +
[

KP + K̃I + K̃D

]

  

Dp

uc(k) (4.5)

where

K̃i = KiTs , K̃d =
Kd

Ts + tf
, α =

tf
tf + Ts

. (4.6)

One can trivially verify that yp(k) ≡ u(k) and e(k) ≡ up(k) ≡ r(k) − y(k)

where r(k) ∈ R
ny is the reference signal for the controlled system, that is

the output voltage reference. The subscript p will stand for primal controller

model. Let yc(k) ≡ y(k) be the output of the extended system, and consider

the extended state vector xc(k) ∈ R
nxc deĄned as

xc(k) =

[

xp(k)

x(k)

]

. (4.7)

The extended open-loop system is therefore equal to

xc(k + 1) =

[

Ap 0

BdCp Ad

]

  

Ac

xc(k) +

[

Bp
BdDp

]

  

Bc

up(k) (4.8a)

yc(k) =
[

DdCp Cd

]

  

Cc

xc(k) +
[

DdDp

]

  

Dc

up(k), (4.8b)

with the tracking error e(k) ≡ up(k) as its only input. The closed-loop model

derived from (4.8) is

xc(k + 1) = Afxc(k) +Bfr(k) (4.9a)

yc(k) = Cfxc(k) +Dfr(k) (4.9b)

where, by setting d ≜ (Dc + 1)−1, the following equations hold

Af = Ac −BcCcd (4.10a)

Bf = Bc −BcDcd (4.10b)

Cf = Ccd (4.10c)

Df = Dcd. (4.10d)
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Figure 4.3: Proposed Model Predictive Control - Voltage Mode Control.

Model (4.9), with matrices deĄned as in (4.10), represents the closed-loop

system of an LTI system controlled by a linear PID regulator. However, it is

a common practice to use simple PI controllers for DC-DC converters as they

are proven to give satisfactory performance for such systems [65]. This holds

true also for the experimental results presented in this work, that is Kd = 0 in

Eq.(4.4). With a standard controller the provided set-point and the reference

to the primal controller are the same, namely r = r̄. With MPC-VMC, the

set-point is r̄ and the dynamical reference to the primal controller is r(k) (see

Ągures 4.2 and 4.3).

4.1.2.2 MPC-VMC

In embedded MPC, the time required to solve the optimization problem is

not negligible with respect to the sampling interval. Therefore, for a correct

synchronization, the input computed by MPC is applied to the system with

one-step delay. Consequently MPC regulates the following system:

xc(k + 1) = Aηfxc(k) +Bηf r̊(k − 1) (4.11a)

yc(k) = Cηfxc(k) +Dη
f r̊(k − 1) (4.11b)

with r̊(k − 1) = r(k), and Aηf , Bηf , Cηf , Dη
f the state-space matrices of the

discrete-time system (4.9) down sampled at T ηs = ηTs, with η ≥ 1. This

formulation allows the MPC controller to eventually run at slower frequency

with respect to the primal controller, for computational load reasons.

The considered quadratic cost function subject to the linear equality con-
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Figure 4.4: Block scheme of the MPC.

straints representing the model dynamics is:

min.
∆r̊

Np∑

i=1

∥Q(yc,k+i♣k − r̄(k))∥2
2+

Nu−1∑

j=0

∥R∆r̊k+j♣k∥
2
2 (4.12a)

s.t. xc,k♣k = x̂c,k♣k−1, (4.12b)

xc,k+i+1♣k = Aηfxc,k+i♣k +Bηf r̊k+i♣k, (4.12c)

yc,k+i+1♣k = Cηfxc,k+i+1♣k +Dη
f r̊k+i♣k, (4.12d)

∆r̊k+Nu+j♣k = 0, (4.12e)

i = 0, 1, . . . , Np − 1, (4.12f)

j = 0, 1, . . . , Np −Nu − 1, (4.12g)

where Np is the prediction horizon, Nu is the control horizon, Q and R denote

the weight matrices, xc,k+i♣k is the prediction of x at time k + i based on

information available at time k, ∆r̊k+i♣k = r̊k+i♣k − r̊k+i−1♣k is the vector of

input increments and x̂c is the state estimation. In order to cope with the input

delay, the open loop optimal control problem is initialized at each time step,

with a predicted state estimation, computed by the following Kalman Ąlter:

x̂c,k+1♣k = (Aηf − LC
η
f )x̂c,k♣k−1 +Bηf − LD

η
f r̊k−1 + Lyk (4.13)

where L is the Kalman gain. The Kalman Ąlter guarantees also the mitigation

of the noise. Figure 4.4 shows the block scheme of the proposed MPC, where

q−1 represents the one-step delay operator.

Problem (4.12) can be cast into the parametric unconstrained QP problem

min.
z

1

2
zTHz + pT (k)FT z (4.14)
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Table 4.1: Hardware and software speciĄcations for considered tests

Parameter Symbol Value Units

DC-DC Buck Converter

Input Voltage Range 4.75-14 V
Output Voltage Range 0.7-3.6 V
Switching Frequency 400 kHz
Inductance L 0.9 µH
Inductance Parasitic Resistance Rl 2.2 mΩ
Capacity C 470 µF
Transistor Parasitic Resistance Ron 3.6 mΩ
Load Resistance R 1 Ω

Controllers’ Parameters

Primal Control Frequency Ts 400 kHz
MPC Control Frequency T ηs 100 kHz
Proportional Gain Kp 0.0195
Integral Gain Ki 350
Prediction horizon Np 10
Control horizon Nu 5
Measured output weight Q 5
Manipulated variable rate weight R 0.1

where z ∈ R
nz and p(k) ∈ R

np are the vectors of optimization variables and

time-varying aine parameters, respectively. Note that in this formulation the

optimization variables correspond to the inputs increments of the PWM duty-

cycle that drives the transistors. The parametersŠ vector for the control of the

closed-loop buck converter is p(k) = [̊r(k − 1) x̂c(k) r̄(k)]′. The solution z∗ of

the problem (4.14) is analytic and equal to z∗ = H−1Fp(k). Being z∗ the opti-

mal sequence of input increments, only the Ąrst nu components are considered

and applied to the system. Thus, the solution of the unconstrained MPC prob-

lem reduces to a matrix vector product, where the Ąrst nu rows of H−1F are

computed oline and stored. However, for such high speed problems as power

converters, even the unconstrained solution does not represent a negligible cost

for low-power embedded boards. The advantage of the double, multi-rate, loop

is the possibility to run MPC in a slower task respect to the primal controller.

Considering both the solution of problem (4.14), and the computation of the es-

timated state (4.13), the complexity c of the control algorithm can be explicitly

computed as c = (2np − 1)nu + (2ny + 2nu + 2nxc − 1)nxc .

4.1.2.3 Simulation and experimental results

The proposed control technique was tested both in a simulation environment,

and experimentally. The PTD08A010WAD 10A synchronous buck converter
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Table 4.2: Performance of VMC and MPC-VMC under unknown load
variations

Load VMC MPC-VMC

R[Ω] τr[ms] τs[ms] τr[ms] τs[ms]

0.2 0.51 0.65 0.31 0.39

0.4 0.61 0.77 0.35 0.45

0.6 0.67 0.84 0.38 0.49

0.8 0.70 0.88 0.40 0.51

1 0.72 0.91 0.41 0.53

1.2 0.73 0.93 0.42 0.54

1.4 0.74 0.93 0.42 0.55

1.6 0.75 0.94 0.43 0.56

1.8 0.76 0.96 0.44 0.56

2 0.77 0.97 0.44 0.57

Table 4.3: Performance comparison of VMC and MPC-VMC with diferent pri-
mal controllerŠs tuning

VMC MPC-VMC

Gm[dB] τr[ms] τs[ms] τr[ms] τs[ms]

5 0.63 1.28 0.07 0.65

10 0.72 0.91 0.41 0.53

20 2.00 2.478 0.73 0.95

Table 4.4: Experimental improvements of MPC-VMC respect to standard
VMC under step variations

VMC MPC-VMC

Positive Step
τr[ms] 0.735 0.3024

τs[ms] 0.917 0.3683

Negative Step
τr[ms] 0.725 0.3928

τs[ms] 0.995 0.4482
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Figure 4.6: Simulation results, with an increasing output voltage step, compar-
ison between standard VMC and and MPC-VMC.

step from 2V to 1V. For both tests the MPC-VMC performance are compared

to standard VMC. Obviously, for both VMC and MPC-VMC, the primal con-

troller is the same, namely a PI regulator with the same design parameters.

Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7 show the comparison between VMC and MPC-VMC during

the transients of a positive and a negative step in the output voltage reference,

respectively. Both the inductor current and the output voltage are shown, as

well as the dynamically modiĄed reference for the MPC-VMC algorithm. The

results demonstrate the improvements in control performance, when applying

MPC-VMC, regarding the rise time τr and the settling time τs. Indeed, during

the positive step, MPC-VMC exhibits a reduction of 43.06% and 41.76% of
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the rise time and the settling time, respectively. Whereas, during the negative

step the rise time and the settling time are reduced by 42.09% and 40.89%

respectively.
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Figure 4.7: Simulation results, with a decreasing output voltage step, compar-
ison between standard VMC and and MPC-VMC.

In order to verify the sensitivity to parameters uncertainties, the two algo-

rithms have been tested under load variations. The tuning of the two controllers

is the same of the above experiment, namely Table 4.1, but the load value has

been changed from a minimum of 0.2Ω to a maximum of 2Ω. Table 4.2 col-

lects the results when comparing the standard VMC and MPC-VMC in several

perturbed scenarios, during a positive voltage reference step. It is evident that

MPC-VMC is always able to improve the performance, even when the load R
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is signiĄcantly changed respect to the value where the controllers have been

tuned. The efectiveness of the approach with diferent primal controller tun-

ings have been also tested, namely a more aggressive primal controller, and

a less aggressive one. The purpose of the test is to show that, for diferent

tunings of the primal controller, the MPC-VMC is always able to improve the

performance of the standard VMC. Table 4.3 show this comparison for diferent

tuning of the primal controller, changing the gain margin Gm.
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Figure 4.8: Experimental results, with an increasing output voltage step, com-
parison between standard VMC and and MPC-VMC.

Experimental results on the same DC-DC converter conĄrm the reliability

and feasibility of the approach. Test acquisitions are collected with a Tektronix

DPO3014 Digital Phosphor Oscilloscope. The primal controller and the MPC
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Figure 4.9: Experimental results, with a decreasing output voltage step, com-
parison between standard VMC and MPC-VMC

have been coded on the F28335 DelĄno DSP by Texas Instruments©. The

DSP belongs to C2000 series, commonly used in electrical devices control. It

runs a 150MHz unit with 32-bits architecture and IEEE-754 single-precision

Ćoating-point unit. Two control interrupts regulate the execution of the primal

controller and the MPC loop. The Ąrst is executed at 400kHz, equal to the

switching frequency, whereas the MPC loop runs at 100kHz, following the

same setup of simulation test. Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9 present the results for the

increasing and decreasing step in the output voltage reference, respectively.

The results obtained in the simulation environment have been conĄrmed by

this experimental test. The quantitative comparison of the results is detailed in
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Figure 4.10: Standard Current Mode Control.

Table 4.4. During the positive step signal MPC-VMC guarantees a reduction of

58.86% and 59.84% of the rise time and the settling time, respectively. During

the negative step, the rise time and the settling time are reduced by 45.82% and

54.95% respectively. Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9 show also the inductor current which

has a faster dynamics in MPC based control, but still keeping the transient

peak restrained as expected.

4.1.3 MPC for pre-compensated CMC Buck Converter

Power converter controllers must guarantee output voltage regulation at a de-

sired value. Current Mode Control (CMC) exploits the faster dynamics of the

current to provide a responsive control and over current protection, with re-

spect to VMC that presents a single control loop based on voltage feedback

and provides slower transient responses performance. For this reason CMC is

preferred in high performance applications [66]. The implemented standard

CMC block scheme is shown in Fig. 4.10: it is composed by a double control

loop with two linear Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) Proportional Integral

(PI) regulator [65]. The inner regulator is aided to control the inductor cur-

rent, reducing the over-shoot, acting directly on the buck convert control input

d. The external controller regulates the output voltage to the reference value,

providing the reference for the inner current control loop. PIs regulator consid-

ered in the realization of the CMC scheme are introduced in the next section.

4.1.3.1 Closed-loop CMC model

The following results will be useful to build the closed-loop state-space system

that has to be controlled by the MPC loop. In the following, consider the state

space representation of controllers proposed in DeĄnition 4.1.1, the current

regulator will be denoted by Sc1 and the voltage controller with Sc2 .

Definition 4.1.2. Consider a linear SISO controller Si and a SIMO plant Sj,

and let Sl ≡ (Si,Sj) being the serialized system, such that ul ≡ ui, yl ≡ yj
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and uj ≡ yi. Being r(k) ∈ R a reference signal, the closed-loop unity feedback

system related to the q-th output yj¶q♢
will be denoted by F

(Si,Sj)

¶q♢ , with states

xf and outputs yf , equal to

xf (k + 1) = A
(Si,Sj)

¶q♢ xf (k) +B
(Si,Sj)

¶q♢ r(k) (4.15a)

yf (k) = C
(Si,Sj)

¶q♢ xf (k) +D
(Si,Sj)

¶q♢ r(k) (4.15b)

with xf ≡

[

xi
xj

]

∈ R
ni+nj , yF ≡ yj¶q♢

.

Defining for simplicity d¶q♢ ≡
[

Dj¶q♢
Di + I

]
-1

, with Dj¶q♢
the q-th row of Dj,

the following equations hold

A
(Si,Sj)

¶q♢ =

[

Ai 0

BjBi Aj

]

-

[

Bi
BjDi

]
[

Dj¶q♢
Ci Cj¶q♢

]

d¶q♢ (4.16a)

B
(Si,Sj)

¶q♢ =

[

Bi
BjDi

]

-

[

Bi
BjDi

]
[

Dj¶q♢
Di

]

d¶q♢ (4.16b)

C
(Si,Sj)

¶q♢ =

[

Dj¶q♢
Ci, Cj¶q♢

Dj¶v♢
Ci, Cj¶v♢

−Dj¶v♢
DiDj¶q♢

Ci, Cj¶q♢

]

d¶q♢ (4.16c)

D
(Si,Sj)

¶q♢ =

[

Dj¶q♢
Di

Dj¶v♢
Di(I −Dj¶q♢

Di)

]

d¶q♢ (4.16d)

where I is the identity matrix of appropriate dimension, and v is the index of

the uncontrolled output.

PWMPIPI
diref

l

il

v

Model
Predictive
Control

vref

v̄ref

Figure 4.11: Model Predictive Control - Current Mode Control.

Theorem 4.1.3. Given the synchronous buck converter plant Sd as in equa-

tion (4.2), the two PID controllers Sc1
and Sc2

, as in Definition 4.1.1 and the
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feedback constructor in Definition 4.1.2, the complete closed-loop state-space

system of a CMC synchronous buck converter, with voltage reference r(k), will

be

S̄
(
Ā, B̄, C̄, D̄

)
= F

(

Sc2 ,F
(Sc1 ,Sd)

¶1♢

)

¶2♢ (4.17)

with extended state and output vectors

x̄(k) =

⋃

⎢
⨄

xc2(k)

xc1
(k)

xd((k)

⋂

⎥
⎦ , ȳ(k) = yd(k). (4.18)

Proof. Consider the cascaded CMC structure as in Figure 4.11, the synchronous

buck converter SIMO model Sd, and the SISO current controller Sc1
as in

DeĄnition 4.1.1. The current feedback will act on the Ąrst measurement yd¶1♢

and, from DeĄnition 4.1.2, the inner closed-loop system will be again a SIMO

system in the form F
(Sc1 ,Sd)
¶1♢ , with states xf , outputs yf and inputs uf , such

that

xf (k) =

[

xc1(k)

xd(k)

]

, yf (k) = yd(k), uf (k) = yc2
(k) (4.19)

with yc2(k) the outer loopŠs output. Consider now the obtained closed-loop

current system as a SIMO system, and the SISO voltage regulator Sc2
applied

to yf¶2♢
, from DeĄnition 4.1.2 such a closed-loop system will assume the form

F

(

Sc2 ,F
(Sc1 ,Sd)

¶1♢

)

¶2♢ as in (4.17), which will be referred to as S̄
(
Ā, B̄, C̄, D̄

)
, that

is the prediction model for the MPC design. Furthermore, Equation (4.19)

proves that (4.18) holds, as

x̄(k) =

[

xc2(k)

xf (k)

]

=

⋃

⎢
⨄

xc2
(k)

xc1(k)

xd(k)

⋂

⎥
⎦ , ȳ(k) = yf (k) = yd(k) (4.20)

and ū(k) ≡ vref(k) which is the voltage reference that will be modiĄed by the

MPC controller.

The linear system S̄(Ā, B̄, C̄, D̄) represents the cascaded CMC closed-loop of

the synchronous buck converter, with two PID regulators. However in DC-DC

converters simple PI controllers are usually employed [65], and this holds true

also for the simulation results presented.
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4.1.3.2 MPC-CMC

The MPC loop is designed with the Linear Time Invariant (LTI) prediction

model S̄(Ā, B̄, C̄, D̄). The MPC optimization problem is formulated as in the

follows:

min
∆u

Np−1
∑

i=1

∥Q(ȳk+i♣k − v̄
ref(k))∥2

2+

Nu−1∑

j=0

∥R∆vref
k+j♣k∥

2
2+

+ ∥P (ȳk+N ♣k − v̄
ref(k))∥2

2 (4.21a)

s.t. x̄k♣k = xd(k), (4.21b)

x̄k+i+1♣k = Āx̄k+i♣k + B̄vref
k+i♣k, (4.21c)

ȳk+i+1♣k = C̄x̄k+i+1♣k, (4.21d)

∆vref
k+Nu+j♣k = 0, (4.21e)

i = 0, 1, . . . , Np − 1, (4.21f)

j = 0, 1, . . . , N −Nu − 1, (4.21g)

with Np and Nu the prediction and the control horizons, respectively, Q, R,

and P denote the weight matrices, xk+i♣k is the prediction of x at time k + i

based on information available at time k, and ∆vref
k+i♣k = vref

k+i♣k−v
ref
k+i−1♣k is the

vector of input increments. According to Figure 4.11, vref is the time varying

reference that will be applied to the primal controller, and v̄ref is the actual

voltage value, usually constant, that the entire controller algorithm has to track.

Substituting the equality constraints into the cost function, the problem (4.21)

is casted into a parametric QP, easier to handle,

min.
z

q(z) ≜
1

2
z′Hz + pT (k)F ′z (4.22a)

where z denotes the optimization variables and p(k) are the time-varying aine

parameters that change at each sampling time. This parametersŠ vector is

pk = [vref(k − 1) x̄(k) v̄ref]′. The optimal solution z∗ is obtained at each

sampling time, and the Ąrst nu components are applied to the system. The

solution is analytical in this case, and equal to z∗ = −H−1Fp(k).

4.1.3.3 Simulation and experimental results

Both the electrical circuit and the digital controller have been coded in PSIM®

software, by Powersim Inc. The synchronous DC-DC buck converter was mod-

eled following the speciĄcation of the commercially available PTD08A010WAD,

a 10A synchronous buck whose parameters are detailed in Table 4.5.

The proposed MPC-CMC was tested with respect to standard CMC in

simulation and experimental tests, considering the setup already proposed in
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Table 4.5: Hardware and software speciĄcations for simulation and experimen-
tal tests

Parameter Symbol Value Units

DC-DC Buck Converter

Input Voltage Range 4.75-14 V
Output Voltage Range 0.7-3.6 V
Switching Frequency 400 kHz
Inductance L 0.9 µH
Inductance Parasitic Resistance Rl 2.2 mΩ
Capacity C 470 µF
Transistor Parasitic Resistance Ron 3.6 mΩ
Load Resistance R 1 Ω

Controllers’ Parameters

Primal Control Frequency Ts 400 kHz
MPC Control Frequency T ηs 100 kHz
Current Proportional Gain KI

p 0.019
Current Integral Gain KI

i 375
Voltage Proportional Gain KV

p 3.75
Voltage Integral Gain KV

i 5800
Prediction horizon Np 10
Control horizon Nu 3
Measured output weight Q 1
Manipulated variable rate weight R 5

Table 4.6: Performance comparison of CMC and MPC-CMC under unknown
load variations for a positive reference step

Load CMC MPC-CMC

R[Ω] τr[ms] τs[ms] τr[ms] τs[ms]

0.2 3.410 5.234 3.087 5.115

0.4 2.351 4.709 2.041 4.570

0.6 1.687 2.311 1.577 2.028

0.8 1.005 1.232 0.993 1.094

1 0.107 0.420 0.075 0.320

1.2 0.093 0.384 0.071 0.301

1.4 0.089 0.351 0.069 0.276

1.6 0.078 0.299 0.066 0.255

1.8 0.069 0.232 0.061 0.201

2 0.057 0.121 0.055 0.118
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Table 4.7: Simulation results of MPC-CMC respect to standard CMC under
step variations

τr τs iosl
[ms] [ms] [A]

Positive Step
CMC 0.1073 0.4205 5.683

MPC-CMC 0.0752 0.3202 4.338

Negative Step
CMC 0.1088 0.4221 -8.681

MPC-CMC 0.0655 0.3362 -5.554

Table 4.8: Experimental results of MPC-CMC respect to standard CMC under
step variations

τr τs iosl
[ms] [ms] [A]

Positive Step
CMC 0.1436 0.3736 9.531

MPC-CMC 0.0863 0.3276 4.714

Negative Step
CMC 0.1994 0.4402 -6.912

MPC-CMC 0.0852 0.3744 -3.535

Sec. 4.1.2.3. Two diferent step tests have been considered. The Ąrst consists

in a positive step in the reference voltage from 1V to 2V. The second one

consists in a negative step from 2V to 1V. For both tests the MPC-CMC per-

formance are compared to standard CMC. For both compared controllers the

primal control loop is the same, with two PI regulators with the same design

parameters. Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13 show the comparison between CMC and

MPC-CMC during the transients of a positive and a negative step in the out-

put voltage reference, respectively. Both the inductor current and the output

voltage are shown, as well as the original and the dynamically modiĄed refer-

ence for the MPC-CMC algorithm. Simulated step test results are grouped in

Tab.4.7, where CMC and MPC-CMC are compared considering the rise time

τr, the settling time τs and the inductor current peak value iosl . Both results

related to positive and negative steps demonstrate the improvements in con-

trol performance when applying the MPC-CMC. In positive step reference test

the MPC-CMC allows to reduce the rise time of 29.91%, the settling time of

23.85 and the inductor current peak of 23.66%. Negative step test simula-

tion results conĄrm MPC-CMC improvement, showing a reduction of 39.79%,

20.35%, 36.02% of rise and settling time and current peak, respectively.

In order to verify the sensitivity to parameters uncertainties, both algorithms

have been compared in simulation to load variation tests. The tuning of the two

controllers is the same of the previous test, summarized Table 4.14, but the load
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Figure 4.12: Simulation results, with an increasing output voltage step, com-
parison between standard CMC and and MPC-CMC.

value has been changed from a minimum of 0.2Ω to a maximum of 2Ω, from

the 10% to the 200% of the nominal value. Table 4.6 groups the results when

comparing CMC and MPC-CMC algorithms in diferent perturbed scenarios,

during a positive voltage reference step. It is evident that MPC-CMC is always

able to improve the performance, even when the load R is signiĄcantly changed

respect to the value where the controllers have been tuned.

Experimental results on the same DC-DC converter conĄrm the reliability

and feasibility of the approach. Two control interrupts regulate the execution of

the primal controller and the MPC loop. The Ąrst is executed at 400kHz, equal

to the switching frequency, whereas the MPC loop runs at 100kHz, following
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Figure 4.13: Simulation results, with a decreasing output voltage step, compar-
ison between standard CMC and MPC-CMC

the same setup of simulation test. Fig. 4.14 and Fig. 4.15 present the results for

the increasing and decreasing step in the output voltage reference, respectively.

The results obtained in the simulation environment have been conĄrmed by this

experimental test. The quantitative comparison of the results is detailed in

Table 4.8. During the positive step signal MPC-CMC guarantees a reduction

of 41.78%, 12.31% and 48.17% of rise time, settling time and current peak,

respectively. During the negative step, the rise time, the settling time are

reduced of the 57.27%, 14.95% and the current peak decreases of the 48.85%.
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Figure 4.14: Experimental results, with an increasing output voltage step, com-
parison between standard CMC and and MPC-CMC.

4.2 Piezoelectric actuators

Piezoelectric actuators (PAs) systems have been widely applied in several Ąelds

requiring high-accuracy movement [70], such as micromanipulation systems [71]

and scanning probe microscopy [72]. They are featured by high-frequency, fast

dynamics, string stifness and ultra-Ąne resolution [73]. Moreover PAs exhibit

several critical problems such as disturbances and positioning errors related

to hysteresis [74], drift of the output positioning [75], vibration phenomenons

related to the dynamics behavior of the electromechanics system [76]. In or-

der to overcome these drawbacks, several models and control approaches have

been proposed [77] enabling PAsŠ nominal positioning accuracy and displace-
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Figure 4.15: Experimental results, with a decreasing output voltage step, com-
parison between standard CMC and MPC-CMC

ment features. In particular, several dynamical models have been proposed to

describe and reduce hysteresis (diferential equation and operator-based mod-

els [78], [79]) and creep (linear and non-linear models [80]) efects, while identi-

Ąed linear models are usually employed to describe vibrations noise. Consider-

ing plant and noise models, diferent advanced control policies have been sug-

gested in literature, with particular attention to robust control policies, such as

Sliding Mode Control [81], H∞ control [82] and adaptive control [83]. Anyway,

the standard for commercial PAs systems is still the Proportional-Integral (PI)

control, allowing to guarantee prescribed stability margins by a simple tuning,

also in presence of noise and disturbance [84]. Alternative policies to standard
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PI controllers is here proposed, by the introduction of Model Predictive Con-

trol (MPC) policy. MPC is becoming increasingly interesting in piezo-driven

micro-positioning system Ąeld [85], also combined with robust control poli-

cies [86]. Furthermore, several solutions have been proposed in MPC control

law formulation to directly reduce undesired behaviors introduced by PAs non-

linearities [87]. MPC has an implicitly built-in robustness property [88] but

requires i) an accurate plant model, ii) a hard computational efort to provide

iteratively the optimal control signal. In the reported activities the required

high Ądelity plant model is obtained by an identiĄcation procedure: forcing the

open-loop plant by a set of appropriate input signals, the recorded output are

used by a least square identiĄcation algorithm to compute the needed model.

System identiĄcation is a standard solution to model piezoelectric systems due

to the linear input-output behavior of real systems [89]. The result of the identi-

Ącation is a discrete Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) Linear Time-Invariant

(LTI) model used to design the proposed controller. As mentioned, also compu-

tational burden is an important issue in MPC and in this thesis unconstrained

solutions have been applied to over limits related to the introduction of MPC

on commercial hardware, reducing the time elapsed to compute the control law

solving. In Sec. 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 the proposed MPC and RG control strategies

have been reported, respectively, showing the efectiveness of the introduced

controllers by simulations and experimental veriĄcations.

4.2.1 MPC for multiaxis piezoactuators

4.2.1.1 Expertimental Setup

Tests have been performed by a NI cRIO-9004® acquisition system connected

to the piezoelectric actuators (PAs) system. cRIO® is an automation control

system using a FPGA low level control module, a real-time control module,

an internal processor running to a maximum of 40 MHz and two analog in-

put/output modules characterized each one by two 16 bit Analog to Digital

(ADC) and Digital to Analog (DAC) converter. The proposed controllers are

implemented with a sample rate of 2 kHz. cRIO® is connected to the strain

gauge sensors of the Piezostage (PI P-611.3S®) and to a control ampliĄer (PI

E-505 AmpliĄer Module®). The ampliĄer allows to generate an adequate con-

trol voltage for the piezostage, amplifying cRIO® control signal from a range of

0-10V to the required piezo input range of 0-100V. The triaxial driver controls

the position of the Strain Gauge Sensor (SGS) with a resolution of 0.2 nm in

open loop travel. SGS are directly connected to the analog input module of

the cRIO®, allowing to acquire stage movement. The experimental setup is

presented in Fig. 4.16.
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evaluated in terms of the Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE). The

goodness of the identiĄed model Ąt is indicated by a NRMSE average value of

89%. In Fig. 4.17 and 4.18 validation tests results are reported. Output data
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Figure 4.17: IdentiĄcation test results, with random generated input signals.
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Figure 4.18: IdentiĄcation test results, with small amplitude input signals.

computed by the identiĄed model are indicated by ym1 , ym2 and ym3 for X,

Y , and Z axis respectively. In both Ągures the identiĄed model allows to Ąt

with good precision the measured outputs. Fig. 4.17 shown the Ąt between real

plant and identiĄed model forced by random amplitude input steps. Fig. 4.18

groups results of comparison forcing the controlled plant with small amplitude
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input step signals. Both results illustrate the validity of the identiĄed model.

The discrete identiĄed model in state-space form is given by

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k)

y(k) = Cx(k) (4.23)

where u(k) =
[

u1(k) u2(k) u3(k)
]′

is the input vector of dimension nu = 3,

y(k) =
[

y1(k) y2(k) y3(k)
]′

is the output vector with dimension ny = 3,

the number of state variables is nx = 6 and the sample time is Ts = 0.0005 s.

This model will be used in the following to design the control law.

4.2.1.3 MPC design

In the proposed approach the optimization problem considers a quadratic cost

function subject to the linear equality constraints representing the model

min.
∆u

Np∑

i=1

∥Wy(yk+i♣k − rk)∥2
2+

Nu−1∑

j=0

∥W∆u∆uk+j♣k∥
2
2 (4.24a)

s.t. xk♣k = x(k), (4.24b)

xk+i+1♣k = Axk+i♣k +Buk+i♣k, (4.24c)

yk+i+1♣k = Cxk+i+1♣k, (4.24d)

∆uk+Nu+j♣k = 0, (4.24e)

i = 0, 1, . . . , Np − 1, (4.24f)

j = 0, 1, . . . , Nu − 1 (4.24g)

where Np is the prediction horizon, Nu is the control horizon, W∆u and Wy

are the weights matrices, with W∆u invertible, xk+i♣k denotes the prediction

of the variable x at time k + i based on the information available at time k,

∆uk+i♣k is the vector of the input increments, with uk−1♣k = u(k− 1), rk is the

output reference. Problem (4.24) can be casted into the parametric Quadratic

Programming (QP) problem

min.
z

1

2
z′Hz + ρ′

kF
′z (4.25)

where ρk ∈ P is the vector of MPC parameters of dimension nρ, with P ⊂

R
nρ a bounded set of interest, z ∈ R

nz is the vector of optimization vari-

ables, H ∈ R
nz×nz is a symmetric and positive deĄnite matrix, F ∈ R

nz×nρ .

The parametersŠ vector for the control of the closed-loop system is p(k) =
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Table 4.9: ControllersŠ speciĄcations for simulation and experimental tests

Parameter Value

Sample time Ts 0.0005 s

PI Parameters

Kp X axis 0.8
Ki X axis 750
Kp Y axis 0.8
Ki Y axis 750
Kp Z axis 0.8
Ki Z axis 750

MPC Parameters

Prediction horizon 150
Control horizon 50
Measured variables weights

[
6.3 6.3 6.3

]

Manipulated variables rate weights

⋃

⨄

0.88 0 0
0 0.88 0
0 0 0.88

⋂

⎦

[

u(k − 1) x(k) r(k)
]′

. The solution z∗ of the problem (4.25) is analytic and

equal to z∗ = H−1Fp(k). Being z∗ the optimal sequence of input increments,

only the Ąrst nu components are considered and applied to the system. In the

presented solution a standard Kalman Ąlter is considered and, given the state

estimation computational efort cK as in [90], the complexity c of the MPC

control law can be explicitly computed as c = (2np − 1)nu + cK .

4.2.1.4 Simulation and Expertimental Results

Both simulation and experimental results have been considered to test the

proposed control law. Simulations are realized in the Mathworks© simulation

environment testing the controller through the identiĄed model. Test scenario

consists into drive simultaneously controlled system outputs with step signals

of amplitude 0.2 µm. MPC performances are compared with respect to results

obtained by PI controllers. PI parameters are tuned guaranteeing prescribed

stability margins, namely a gain margin of 5 dB and a phase margin of 50

degrees [84]. Both MPC and PI control tuning parameters, both obtained

by a trial and error approach, are reported in Tab. 4.9. Figures 4.19 and

4.20 present simulation results comparison. Fig. 4.19 considers simulated con-

trolled output behavior, showing the slower PI control results with respect to

MPC performances. Simulation results are also summarized and presented in

Tab. 4.10 with respect to the considered performance indices: rise time τr,

settling time τs and the Integral Square Error (ISE). MPC policy improves
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Figure 4.21: Experimental results, comparison between PI and MPC output
results.
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Figure 4.22: Experimental results, comparison between PI and MPC control
eforts.

the output signals overshoot. Experimental results on the real PAs system

conĄrm the performance of simulated controllers. Table 4.11 groups data of

experimental step input tests. MPC allows to reduce the rise time of the 21%

with respect to PI elapsed time. Also the settling time is improved by the MPC

with respect to the PI, reducing the elapsed time of the 25%. The average error
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Table 4.10: Simulation results: comparison of PI and MPC under step
variations

PI MPC

X axis
τr[ms] 0.006 0.004

τs[ms] 0.009 0.008

ISE 0.5213 0.4823

Y axis
τr[ms] 0.005 0.004

τs[ms] 0.007 0.006

ISE 0.5065 0.4796

Z axis
τr[ms] 0.006 0.005

τs[ms] 0.010 0.009

ISE 0.4917 0.4632

computed by the ISE during the transient shows an average reduction of the

6%. Fig. 4.21 presents the controlled real plant outputs comparison. Such as

in the simulation tests, the MCP controlled output is driven faster to the refer-

ence value with respect to the PIsŠ signal, avoiding overshoots and oscillations.

In Fig. 4.22 control eforts are reported. MPC control inputs present an ini-

tial aggressive behavior then reduced to prevent the output overshoots by the

prediction, similarly to the simulated test results of Fig. 4.19 and 4.20. Both

numerical and graphical results validate the proposed approach by the con-

sistency of percentage improvement between the experimental and simulated

tests.

4.2.2 MPC for pre-compensated multiaxis piezoactuators

4.2.2.1 Expertimental Setup

Figure 4.23 shows the instrumentation used in the experimental setup. Tests

have been performed by the MicroDAQ E2000 acquisition system by Microdaq®.

The MicroDAQ provides a Texas Instruments© C6000 DSP core, an ARM9 core

and a set of I/O analog ports featured by a maximum sampling frequency of 600

ksps and a resolution of 16 bit. The PA system is composed of a Piezostage (PI

P-611.3®) with movement range of 100×100×100 µm and 1 nm of resolution.

The driver moves a Strain Gauge Sensor (SGS) characterized by a resolution

on 0.2 nm. The MicroDAQ module is connected to a control ampliĄer (PI

E-505 AmpliĄer Module®) allowing to generate an adequate control voltage for

the PA system amplifying MicroDAQ output control signal from [−1, 10] V to

the piezostage input signals range of [−10, 100] V. The ampliĄer provides an
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Table 4.11: Experimental results: comparison of PI and MPC under step
variation

PI MPC

X axis
τr[ms] 0.005 0.004

τs[ms] 0.007 0.005

ISE 0.5089 0.4660

Y axis
τr[ms] 0.005 0.004

τs[ms] 0.007 0.005

ISE 0.4837 0.4524

Z axis
τr[ms] 0.005 0.004

τs[ms] 0.007 0.005

ISE 0.4713 0.4570

internal set of analog Proportional-Integral (PI) controllers representing the

low-level controllers of the PA system.

Figure 4.23: Experimental Setup

4.2.2.2 Identification of the pre-compensated system

For the identiĄcation procedure, input references for the PI pre-compensated

plant, referred to the X, Y and Z axis drivers, are named r1, r2 and r3,

respectively. The measured output displacements are y1 (X axis), y2 (Y axis)

and y3 (Z axis). Signals data are acquired with a sampling rate of 20 kHz.

The identiĄcation is realized forcing the closed-loop real plant, driven by the

analog PI controller, by several sets of input steps and recording the related

outputs. Reference signals have time duration bigger than the settling time

of the open-loop system, considered of 120 ms. The smaller reference rate

causing a detectable output variations is ♣∆ui♣≥ 0.05 V and the input signals
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4.2 Piezoelectric actuators

bounds are ui ∈ [−1, 10] V with i = 1, 2, 3. During the data acquisition the

axis drivers were forced together in order to model any possible coupling efects

between the axes. Collected input and output data are used to identify a LTI

plant model by a least square identiĄcation algorithm. The identiĄed model is

tested comparing the computed outputs of the LTI plant model with respect

to diferent sets of acquired data not considered in the identiĄcation procedure.

Considering the diference between the computed and the acquired outputs,

validation tests results are evaluated in terms of the Normalized Root Mean

Square Error (NRMSE). The goodness of the identiĄed model is proven by a

NRMSE average value of 95%. In Fig. 4.24 and Fig. 4.25 validation results
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Figure 4.24: IdentiĄcation test results, with step input signals.

have been presented. Output data computed by the identiĄed LTI model are

indicated in Fig. 4.24 by ym1 , ym2 and ym3 for X, Y , and Z axis, respectively.

Results in Ągures show how the identiĄed model Ąts with good precision the

measured outputs. In particular Fig.4.24 shows the Ąt between the real plant

and the identiĄed model forced by steps of Ąxed amplitude. Fig.4.25 shows the

errors (ex, ey and ez) between the outputs of the identiĄed LTI model and the

outputs of the real plant. The reduce amplitude of the errors (average value of

0 µm and variance of 0.002 µm, equal to the 1% of the amplitude of the signal

variation) proves the goodness of the model.

The proposed MPC controllers have been tuned on the identiĄed discrete

LTI model:

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Br(k)

y(k) = Cx(k) (4.26)
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Figure 4.25: IdentiĄcation test results, with step input signals.

where A, B, C are the identiĄed matrices , r(k) =
[

r1(k) r2(k) r3(k)
]′

is

the reference vector for the PI pre-compensated system of dimension nr = 3,

y(k) =
[

y1(k) y2(k) y3(k)
]′

is the output vector with dimension ny = 3,

the number of state variables is nx = 6 and the sample time is Ts = 50 µs.

4.2.2.3 MPC design

Considering the identiĄed LTI plant (4.26), the proposed MPC controller min-

imizes iteratively a quadratic cost function deĄned as

min.
∆r

N−1∑

i=0

∥Q(yk+i♣k − r̄k)∥2
2+∥Rrk+i♣k∥

2
2 (4.27a)

s.t. xk♣k = x(k), (4.27b)

xk+i+1♣k = Axk+i♣k +Brk+i♣k, (4.27c)

yk+i+1♣k = Cxk+i+1♣k, (4.27d)

i = 0, . . . , N − 1 (4.27e)

where Q ∈ R
ny×ny is a positive semi-deĄnite state weighting matrix, R ∈

R
nr×nr is a positive deĄnite invertible control weighting matrix, N is the con-

sider horizon, yk+i♣k is the prediction of plant output y based on measurements

available at time k, r̄k is the reference signal for the controlled system at time

k and rk+i♣k is the input signal for the PI pre-compensated system described

by (4.26). The minimization problem (4.27) can be cast in a parametric for-
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mulation

min.
z

1

2
z′Hz + ρ′

kF
′z (4.28)

with ρk ∈ P the vector of parameters of dimension nρ, P ⊂ R
nρ a bounded set of

interest, z ∈ R
nz the vector of optimization variables, H ∈ R

nz×nz a symmetric

and positive deĄnite matrix, F ∈ R
nz×nρ . The vector of parameters considered

in the control of the closed-loop system is ρk =
[

r(k − 1) x(k) r̄(k)
]′

and the

explicit solution z∗ of the problem (4.28) is analytic and equal to z∗ = H−1Fρk.

The proposed control scheme is presented in Fig.4.26.

MPC

KF

PIs PAs

x̂

r̄ r e u y

−

Figure 4.26: MPC+PI control scheme of the pre-compensated PAs system

4.2.2.4 Simulation and Experimental Setup

A set of simulation and experimental tests have been considered for the pro-

posed control law. Simulations are realized in the Scilab© simulation environ-

ment in order to verify the efectiveness of the controller on the identiĄed model.

Test scenario consists into move simultaneously the system by step reference

signals of amplitude 0.2 µm. The control performances are compared with re-

spect to the results obtained by the provided analog PI controllers. The MPC

controller design parameters are reported in Tab. 4.14. The parameters con-

sidered in the control performance comparison are: rise time τr, settling time

τs and the Integral Square Error (ISE). Figs. 4.27 and 4.28 present simulation

results comparison. In particular, Fig. 4.27 considers simulated controlled out-

put behavior, showing the slower PI control results with respect to MPC+PI

performances. Simulation results are also summarized in Tab. 4.12 showing the

considered control performances indices. The MPC policy improves control re-

sults, and the faster response is related to a reduced error for each controlled

axis, with an average rise time and settling improvement of 60% and 75%, re-

spectively and an average ISE decrease of 60%. In Fig. 4.28 simulated control

eforts are presented. Due to the prediction, MPC reference signals present

an aggressive behavior to reduce the rise time and also to limit the output

signals overshoot. Experimental results on the real PAs system conĄrm the

performance of simulated controllers. Table 4.13 reports data of experimental
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Figure 4.27: Simulation comparison between PI and MPC+PI outputs.
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Figure 4.28: Simulation comparison between PI and MPC+PI control eforts.

step input tests. The MPC+PI controller allows to reduce the rise time of the

25% with respect to PI elapsed time. Also the settling time is improved by

the MPC+PI with respect to the PI, reducing the elapsed time of the 29%.

The average error computed by the ISE during the transient shows an aver-

age reduction of the 40%. Fig. 4.29 presents the controlled real plant outputs

comparison. Such as in the simulation tests, the MPC+PI controlled output
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Figure 4.29: Experimental comparison between PI and MPC+PI outputs.
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Figure 4.30: Experimental comparison between PI and MPC+PI control
eforts.

is driven faster to the reference value with respect to the PIsŠ signal, avoid-

ing overshoots and oscillations. In Fig. 4.30 the control eforts are reported

where the MPC+PI controller presents an initial aggressive behavior as in the

simulated test results.
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Table 4.12: Simulation results: comparison of PI and MPC+PI under step
variations

PI MPC+PI

X axis
τr[ms] 0.04 0.02

τs[ms] 0.1 0.025

ISE 0.0018 0.00053

Y axis
τr[ms] 0.04 0.02

τs[ms] 0.1 0.025

ISE 0.0017 0.00050

Z axis
τr[ms] 0.04 0.02

τs[ms] 0.1 0.025

ISE 0.0019 0.00054

Table 4.13: Experimental results: comparison of PI and MPC+PI under step
variation

PI MPC+PI

X axis
τr[ms] 0.065 0.048

τs[ms] 0.070 0.050

ISE 0.0011 0.00045

Y axis
τr[ms] 0.065 0.045

τs[ms] 0.070 0.050

ISE 0.0012 0.0005

Z axis
τr[ms] 0.065 0.045

τs[ms] 0.070 0.050

ISE 0.0011 0.00046

4.3 Unmanned Vehicles

In this section diferent MPC control strategies have been proposed to improve

the performance of Unmanned Vehicles (UVs). In Section 4.3.1 a Reference

Governor control scheme has been proposed in order to improve the control

performance of a pre-compensated Vertical Take-Of and Landing (VTOL) air-

craft. The controlled system, modeled in the form of an LTI plant, has been

provided of an external MPC control loop allowing to improve the control per-

formance managing the inner control loop reference signals. In Section 4.3.2 a

Fault Tolerant (FT) MPC policy for an over-actuated vessel has been proposed.

The vessel has been modeled by a LTI system and a FT policy is introduced
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Table 4.14: Controller SpeciĄcations For Simulation and Experimental Tests

Parameter Value

MPC Parameters

Horizon N 50

Measured variables weights Q

⋃

⨄

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

⋂

⎦

Manipulated variables rate weights R

⋃

⨄

0.95 0 0
0 0.95 0
0 0 0.95

⋂

⎦

Sample time Ts 50 µs

in the MPC to improve the control performances in actuators fault scenarios.

4.3.1 Reference Governor for VTOL aircrafts

In the last ten years technological progresses allowed to reduce weight, size and

cost of aerial vehicles, leading to the difusion of autonomous service aircrafts

without a human pilot aboard, named Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) or

drones. Initially, commercial UAVs have been provided in rotocraft conĄgura-

tion: heavier-than-air Ćying machines that use lift generated by wings, called

rotary wings or rotor blades, that revolve around a mast [91]. The success of

rotocrafts was related to the simplicity of construction and maintenance, the

ability to hover and the Vertical Take Of and Landing (VTOL) capability,

which made them versatile systems able to operate in a larger set of scenarios

with respect to classical Ąxed wing vehicles [92]. Recently, research commu-

nity moved to study alternative drone conĄgurations, in order to overcome

rotocraftsŠ limitations (i.e. autonomy, range of operations and limited pay-

load) and to extend the set of possible operating scenarios. Among diferent

conĄgurations, the Ąxed wing VTOL aircraft represents one of the more efec-

tive solutions due to the possibility to combine payload capacity, long Ćight

range and high speed Ćy together with rotocraftsŠ features. This solution al-

lows to employ drones for a large set of tasks in several scenarios [93Ű95]. On

the other hands, VTOL conĄguration requires development of complex control

system, strictly related to the considered aircraft architecture.

In this section a RG control policy for a pre-compensated VTOL aircraft

is presented. The drone, presented in Section 4.3.1.1, is a Ćy-wing aircraft

equipped with a rear propeller and two symmetric propellers on the wings. Dur-

ing the transition between hovering and horizontal Ćight, the drone is driven

by a control loop composed by a Thrust Allocation (TA) algorithm and a set

of primal Proportional-Integral (PI) controllers. This solution is oriented to
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Table 4.15: Aircraft inertial parameters

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Mass m 3.364 kg
Center of gravity position xg, yg, zg 0, 0, 0 m
Inertia moment Ix 1.229 Kg· m2

Inertia moment Iy 0.1702 Kg· m2

Inertia moment Iz 0.8808 Kg· m2

Inertia moment Ixz 0.9343 Kg· m2

maintain a required asset and to control directly the Ćy speed, in order to

stabilize the aircraft. Control results are strictly related to the drone asset,

due to the strong nonlinear behaviour of the system. In order to improve con-

trol performances, an external MPC loop has been introduced. The proposed

MPC-based RG control has been designed with respect to an identiĄed Linear

Time Invariant (LTI) model, obtained studying the system dynamics around an

appropriate operating point, as reported in Sec. 4.3.1.4. Using a linear model

instead of a nonlinear representation of the system allows to reduce the compu-

tational efort required to compute the predictive control law [96] proposed in

Sec. 4.3.1.5. and at the same time improves the control performance, as shown

in the results given in Sec. 4.3.1.6.

4.3.1.1 VTOL aircraft dynamic model

The dynamical model of the considered drone is given in this section, de-

scribing the propellers conĄguration (Sec. 4.3.1.2) and the primal controller

(Sec. 4.3.1.3). The LTI model considered in the RG control is reported in

Sec. 4.3.1.4. The comparison between primal controllers and RG-based solu-

tion has been reported in Sec. 4.3.1.6.

4.3.1.2 Mathematical model

The dynamical model of the drone has been developed as proposed in [97, 98]

and simulated by the Matlab® Aerosim blockset provided by u-dynamics [99].

The vehicle is provided by a rear propeller and two symmetric wing pro-

peller to generate the vertical take of thrust. The propulsion system has been

developed studying the propellers thrust scheme reported in Fig. 4.31. Each

propeller is composed by a counter-rotating double helical, allowing to improve

the propeller thrust and avoiding to generate a moment of force with respect to

the body frame z axis. Rear propeller, posed at (−0.339, 0, 0)[m,m,m] with re-

spect to the origin of the body frame OB , provides a thrust FMP parallel to the

vehicle xB axis. Wings propellers are posed symmetrically with respect to OB
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Table 4.16: Aircraft aerodynamic parameters

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Wingspan sp 2.1 m
Wing surface su 0.75 m2

Wing chord c̄ 0.3571 m
Oswald coeicient e 0.9935
Transition Rate M 50
Stall angle α0 0.2670 rad
Lift coef. CLα 4.0191

CL0 0.0254
CLq 3.8954
CLδe 0.5872

Drag coef. CDδe 0.8461
CDp 0.0102
CDβ2

0.0671
CDβ1

−2.0864e−7

CDβ0
7.7235e−5

CDq 0
Pitch coef. Cmα −0.2524

Cm0
0.0180

Cmδe −0.4857
Cmfp −0.2168
Cmq −1.3047

Side coef. CY0
3.2049e−18

CYp −0.1172
CYr 0.0959
CYδa −0.0696
CYδr 0
CYβ −0.1949

Roll coef. Cl0 1.1518e−18

Clp −0.4018
Clr 0.0250
Clδa 0.2987
Clδr 0
Clβ −0.0765

Yaw coef. Cn0
−2.2667e−7

Cnp −0.0247
Cnr −0.1252
Cnδa 0.0076
Cnδr 0
Cnβ 0.0403
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Figure 4.31: PropellersŠ force diagram

at (−0.11449,±0.525, 0)[m,m,m], with an inclination of γRP = γLP = 0.0174

rad with respect to the normal to the plan described by the xB and zB axis

of the aircraft body frame. This angle allows to decompose wingsŠ propellers

forces FLP , FRP in two components with respect to the xB axis (FLPx , FRPx)

and the zB axis (FLPz , FRPz ). Then the vertical components FLPz , FRPz pro-

vide the required thrust to take-of the drone and the rear propellers force

FMP compensates the contribution of the horizontal components FLPx , FRPx ,

allowing to have a vertical take-of without horizontal drifts. PropellersŠ con-

Ąguration allows the drone to vertically take-of and landing as a rotocraft

system. Furthermore, the drone has been designed also to Ćy horizontally as a

Ąxed-wing aircraft, and an ad-hoc controller managing the system during the

transition between the Ćight conĄgurations has been considered. The target of

this controller is to stabilize the drone asset during the transition, guaranteeing

to efectively control the drone speed, in order to reach and maintain critical

Ćight speed with a prescribed asset. Due to the drone architecture, the full

asset can be controlled driving the pitch and roll of the system. The roll and

yaw angles dynamics are coupled, and have to be stabilized together. Forces

fP =
[

FMP FLP FRP

]′

and moments MP =
[

MMP MLP MRP

]′

pro-

vided by rear, left and right propellers respectively are

fP =
4

π2
ρ

⋃

⎢
⨄

R4
MPΩ2

MPCTMP
R4
LPΩ2

LPCTLP
R4
RPΩ2

RPCTRP

⋂

⎥
⎦ , MP =

⋃

⎢
⨄

rM × FMP

rL × FLP
rR × FRP

⋂

⎥
⎦ (4.29)

where rM = 0.18 [m] and rL = rR = 0.15 [m] are the radius of main, left and

right propeller, respectively. From Eq. (4.29), the resulting propellers forces

FP =
[

FPx FPy FPz

]′

and aerodynamic forces FA =
[

FAx FAy FAz

]′

,
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with respect to the axis of the body reference frame are

FP =

⋃

⎢
⨄

FMP + FLP cos γLP + FRP cos γRP
0

−FLP sin γLP − FRP sin γRP

⋂

⎥
⎦

FA = qS

⋃

⎢
⨄

−CD cosα+ CL sinα

CY
−CD sinα− CL cosα

⋂

⎥
⎦ (4.30)

and aerodynamic moments are

MA =

⋃

⎢
⨄

MAx

MAy

MAz

⋂

⎥
⎦ = qsu

⋃

⎢
⨄

spCL
c̄Cm
spCE

⋂

⎥
⎦ (4.31)

where q is the dynamic pressure and the terms CX , CY , CZ , Cl, Cm, CE are

computed from the aerodynamics coeicient of Tab. 4.16 according with [98,

100]. Considering (V,U,W ) the translational speeds, (P,Q,R) the angular

velocities, (X,Y, Z) the forces and (L,M,N) the moments with respect to the

x, y and z axis respectively, the dynamical model of the proposed aircraft is

X = m
(
V̇ +QW −RU + g sin θ

)
+ FPx + FAx

Y = m
(
U̇ + V R−WP − g cos θ sinψ

)
+ FPy + FAy

Z = m
(
Ẇ + UP −QV − g cos θ cosψ

)
+ FPz + FAz

L = IxṖ − Ixz
(
Ṙ+ PQ

)
+ (Iz − Iy)QR+MPx +MAx

M = IyQ̇+ Ixz
(
P 2 −R2

)
+ (Ix − Iz)PR+MPy +MAy

N = IzṘ− IxzṖ + (Iy − Ix)PQ+ IxzQR+MPz +MAz . (4.32)

The inertial parameters of the drone are reported in Tab. 4.15 and the aerody-

namic parameters are grouped in Tab. 4.16.

4.3.1.3 Primal controller

The primal control loop scheme given in Fig. 4.32 has been designed considering

a sample time Tp. It is composed by a thrust allocation (TA) policy that

coordinates the actuators, and a set of proportional-integral (PI) regulators

to stabilize the system asset and driving the vehicle speed. This controller

has been provided in order to guarantee that in the considered Ćight scenario

i) propellersŠ force compensate vehicle weight; ii) drone speed is controlled;

iii) drone asset is stabilized. In the following the TA algorithm is reported,

introducing the formulation with respect to the control target, and the asset

and speed regulators are given, considering the control scenario.
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with

KM =
4

π2
ρr4
MCTM

KL =
4

π2
ρr4
LCTL

KR =
4

π2
ρr4
RCTR (4.35)

and where lij (with i = M,R,L for main, right and left propeller, respectively

and j = x, y, z for the related axis) is the arm of actuator force i with respect to

the axis j, ri is the radius of the propellers i and CTi is the moment coeicient

of the propeller i.

4.3.1.3.2 PI Regulators The considered low level controllers are PI regula-

tors to control the horizontal speed and stabilize the asset of the drone. The

control performance are strictly related to the drone asset and they can un-

dergo severe degradation in presence of unconsidered coupling efects between

diferent outputs. PI controllers have been tuned consider the drone dynam-

ics decouple, and stabilizing the vehicle to the Ćight conĄguration given by

θ = ψ = 0 [rad], V = 0.1 [m/s].

4.3.1.4 Identification of pre-compensated drone models

The nonlinear aircraft system driven by the primal controller has been modelled

with a LTI system obtained by an identiĄcation task. Considering the operating

point V0 = 0.1 m/s, ψ0 = 0.08 rad, θ0 = 0.4363 rad, input-output data of the

closed loop plant subjected to reference signals variations (♣∆V r♣≤ 0.05 m/s,

♣∆ψr♣≤ 0.04 rad, ♣∆θr♣≤ 0.22 rad) have been collected with a sample time

Tr = 0.2 s. The collected data have been used with a subspace identiĄcation

technique [102], in order to obtain a discrete time LTI model in space-state

representation

xk+1 =Axk +Brk

yk =Cxk (4.36)

where A ∈ R
nx×nx , B ∈ R

nx×nu and C ∈ R
ny×nx are the space-state matrices,

xk ∈ R
nx is the state array with nx = 3, rk =

[

V rk ψrk θrk

]′

is the input

array of dimension nu = 3 and yk =
[

Vk ψk θk

]′

is the output array of

dimension ny = 3. The model of Eq. (4.36) has been validated comparing the

data collected from the nonlinear plant with respect to the signals generated

by the identiĄed model. The resulting average Ąt (drone speed 77.34%, pitch

85, 98% and roll 70.69%) validates the model Ądelity, showing the goodness of
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where Np is the prediction horizon, Nu is the control horizon, Wy, Wu, W∆u are

square weight matrices of appropriate dimension, with W∆u invertible, xk+i♣k

denotes the prediction of the state vector x at time k+ i based on the informa-

tion available at time k, ∆uk+i♣k is the vector of the input increments, r̄k is the

vector of output references and U, Y are polyhedral sets of constraints inputs

and outputs respectively. The problem (4.37) can be cast into the parametric

Quadratic Programming (QP) problem

min.
z

1

2
z′Hz + ρ′

kF
′z

s.t. Gz − w −Wρk ≤ 0
(4.38)

with ρ ∈ P the parameters vector, P ∈ R
nρ a bounded set of interest, z ∈ R

n the

vector of optimization variables, H ∈ R
n×n a symmetric and positive deĄnite

matrix, F ∈ R
n×nρ , G ∈ R

m×n, w ∈ R
m and W ∈ R

m×nρ . Furthermore, the

proposed MPC has been developed with respect to the LTI model of Eq. (4.36)

that does not consider the non-linearity of the plant. In order to compensate

errors related to model uncertainties an integral control action is introduced in

the control law, modifying the reference r̄k considered by the MPC with

r̃k = r̃k−1 + kr(r̄k − yk) (4.39)

where r̃k =
[

Ṽ rk ψ̃rk θ̃rk

]′

, r̄k =
[

V̄ rk ψ̄rk θ̄rk

]′

and kr ∈ R
ny×ny is a diagonal

matrix of integral gains kV , kψ and kθ tuned in calibration, such that

kr =

⋃

⎢
⨄

kV 0 0

0 kψ 0

0 0 kθ

⋂

⎥
⎦ . (4.40)

A Kalman Ąlter [103] has been introduced in order to obtain an estimation of

the plant state vector. The proposed predictive controller structure is reported

in Fig. 4.34.

4.3.1.6 Simulation Results

In this section simulation results have been reported in order to compare

the primal controller with the RG control performance. The algorithm con-

sidered to solve the TA and MPC constrained optimization problems is the

MATLAB™active-set based QP solver quadprog. Tab. 4.17 collects the primal

controller and MPC tuning parameters. Fig. 4.35 reports the control perfor-

mance provided by the primal controller and the proposed RG control policy.

Red dashed line represents the original reference r̄k for the external RG control

loop, the black dashed line is the managed reference rk computed by the MPC,
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Table 4.17: TA, PI and MPC Tuning Parameters

Parameter Symbol Value Units

Primal sampling time Tp 0.02 s

Max. propellersŠ speed fmax

⋃

⨄

2.72e03
2.72e03
2.72e03

⋂

⎦ rad/m

Min. propellersŠ speed fmin

⋃

⨄

0
0
0

⋂

⎦ rad/m

PropellersŠ weights W

⋃

⨄

0.002 0 0
0 0.2 0
0 0 0.2

⋂

⎦

Slack variable weights Q

⋃

⨄

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

⋂

⎦ · 1e16

Speed proportional gain kVp 280
Speed integral gain kVi 150
Pitch proportional gain kθp 50
Pitch integral gain kθi 10
Roll proportional gain kψp 8

Roll integral gain kψi 10

RG sampling time Tr 0.2 s
Prediction horizon Np 10
Control horizon Nu 3

MO weights Qy

⋃

⨄

3 0 0
0 5 0
0 0 5

⋂

⎦

MV weights Qu

⋃

⨄

6 0 0
0 10 0
0 0 10

⋂

⎦

MV rate weights Q∆u

⋃

⨄

1 0 0
0 2 0
0 0 2

⋂

⎦

Speed constraints V max 10 m/s
V min -1 m/s

Pitch constraints θmax 0.78 rad
θmin 0.78 rad

Roll constraints ψmax 0.78 rad
ψmin 0.78 rad

Reference integral gains kV 0.05
Reference integral gains kψ 0.7
Reference integral gains kθ 0.03
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Table 4.18: Reference governor average percentage performance improvement

∆ISE% ∆IAE% ∆ITAE% ∆τr% ∆τs%

V 10.14 13.98 11.63 5.18 7.23
ψ 58.35 65.59 63.13 16.25 23.13
θ 49.19 49.28 50.13 23.52 35.82
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Figure 4.35: Scenario 1: comparison of the primal controller and the RG algo-
rithms when controlling the VTOL aircraft.

tem dynamics. Considering a large set of sequences of variable reference signals

(inside the space of values given by the MPC constrains), the control results

have been evaluated in terms of the average percentage improvement of the In-

tegral Square Error ∆ISE%, the Integral Absolute Error ∆IAE%, the Integral
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Figure 4.36: Comparison of the primal controller and the RG algorithms PI
control eforts when controlling the VTOL aircraft.

Time-weighted Absolute Error ∆ITAE%, the rise time ∆τr% and the settling

time ∆τs%. These results are summarized in Tab. 4.18 and shown the improve-

ment introduced from the RG control policy, that allows to reduce both the

average settling and rise times, and to decrease the average percentage of the

ISE, IAE and ITAE values. These results conĄrm the goodness of the intro-

duced controller, able to guarantee a considerable performance improvement

considering drone assets conĄgurations allowed by the MPC constraints.

4.3.2 Fault Tolerant MPC for Over-actuated vessels

A Fault Tolerant Control System (FTCS) is a closed loop controller able to

automatically accommodate component failures, maintaining system stability

and acceptable control performance in the event of fault [104]. Research and
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development of FTCS and Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD) systems in-

volved large part of the international research community, due to a growing

demand for safety, reliability, maintainability, and survivability in dynamical

systems [105]. FDD systems detect if there is a fault in the system and provide

some speciĄc information about it [106]. On the other hand, the FTCS is de-

signed to use information provided by the FDD to re-modulate the controller

depending on the availability of redundancies in the control system as well as

design approaches used in the synthesis of fault-tolerant controllers [107]. Dur-

ing the past few years Model Predictive Control (MPC) has been proposed in

conjunction with FDD techniques in order to develop FT controllers [108,109].

In this thesis a Fault Tolerant (FT) MPC policy has been proposed to control

an over-actuated vessel model. The considered plant is the Cybership II [110],

a scale model of a vessel provided with a redundant set of actuators. For this

reason it requires a low level Thrust Allocation (TA) algorithm in order to

obtain prescribed closed loop control performance by an optimal control force

allocation among available actuators. The introduction of TA policies is a stan-

dard solution to simplify the design of control system for over-actuated system

and it is usually considered to develop FTCS [111,112].

The main contributions of the proposed solution are i) the development of

a Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) model of the Cybership II used to design the

considered MPC; ii) the introduction of a feedback loop between the TA algo-

rithm and the MPC, in order to model possible actuatorsŠ fault or failure and

to automatically re-modulate the fault-free control law by the introduction of

the fault efect into the MPC reference model. Due to the considered feed-

back, the FT-MPC allows to improve control performances in actuatorsŠ fault

scenarios and guarantees system safety in case of critical faults combinations.

The proposed solution has been tested in diferent actuatorsŠ failure scenarios,

comparing control results with standard MPC performances by the analysis of

a standard control index and showing the transient response improvement in

the reported simulated results. Due to the presence of wave disturbances, in

real case the control performance can be efected by the presence of an output

additive noise [113, 114]. In order to verify control performance also in case of

strong additive noise, comparison results varying the intensity of the additive

output wave disturbances have been reported.

This part of the thesis is organized as follows. In Section 4.3.2.1 the vessel

dynamic model has been reported and in Sec. 4.3.2.2 the thrust allocation

policy is given. In Sec. 4.3.2.3 the LTI model of the vessel is reported. The

MPC policy and the FT-MPC scheme have been designed in Sec. 4.3.2.3.2 and

Sec. 4.3.2.5 shows the control result comparison.
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4.3.2.1 Cybership II dynamic model

The Cybership II [110] is a scale (1:70) model of a over-actuated supply vessel

having a mass of 23.8 kg, a length of 1.255 m, a breadth of 0.29 m. The ship has

two main propellers, two rudders aft and one bow thruster. The dynamic model

is fully described by six degree-of-freedom (DOF) related to the ship position

in the three-dimensional space (X, Y and Z positions called surge, sway, and

heave, respectively) and orientation (ϕ, θ and ψ angles called roll, pitch and

yaw, respectively). In the following the ship has been considered longitudinally

and laterally metacentrically stable due to the assumption of small amplitude

of roll and pitch angles and angle rate, i.e. ϕ = θ = ∆ϕ = ∆θ ≈ 0. In the same

way it is possible to discard the heavy dynamic considering the ship Ćoating

to z ≈ 0. The result of the previous assumptions is that the Cybership II

model is described by a 3 DOF equation system related to the state array

η = [x, y, ψ]
′

referred to the North-East-Down (NED) earth-Ąxed reference

frame. Considering υ = [u, v, r]
′
, with u and v the surge and sway velocities

and r the yaw rate, the ship rigid body dynamic is described by the kinematic

relationship:

η̇ = R(ψ)υ (4.41)

where R(ψ) is the rotation matrix deĄned as:

R(ψ) =

⋃

⎢
⨄

cos(ψ) − sin(ψ) 0

sin(ψ) cos(ψ) 0

0 0 1

⋂

⎥
⎦ . (4.42)

As proposed in [115] the ship can be considered a low-speed surface vessel,

described by:

η̇ = R(ψ)υ

Mυ̇ = −Dυ + ū (4.43)

with ū = [τX , τY , τN ]
′

the input vector, where τX and τY are the surge and

sway controls force, τN is the yaw control moment and M , D are the mass

matrices and damping, respectively:

M =

⋃

⎢
⨄

m−Xu̇ 0 0

0 m− Yv̇ mxg − Yṙ
0 xg − Yṙ Iz −Nṙ

⋂

⎥
⎦

D =

⋃

⎢
⨄

−Xu 0 0

0 −Yv −Yr
0 −Yr −Nr

⋂

⎥
⎦ . (4.44)
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Table 4.19: Cybership II dynamical model parameters

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Mass m 23.8 kg
CG position xg 0.0425 m
Inertia moment Iz 1.76 Nm
Added mass derivate Xu̇ −2.0 kg
Added mass derivate Yv̇ −100 kg
Added mass derivate Yṙ 0.0 kgm
Added mass derivate Nṙ −1.0 kgm2

Damping force coef. Xu −2.0 kg/s
Damping force coef. Yv −7.0 kg/s
Damping moment coef. Nr −0.5 kgm2/s

The Cybership II dynamical model parameters have been reported in Tab.4.19.

4.3.2.2 Identification of the Cybership II model

A Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) model of the nonlinear vessel dynamics has been

considered. The nonlinear plant (4.43) of the Cybership II has been identiĄed

through the analysis of the input/output data obtained by several simulation

tests. Data have been acquired with a sample rate of 4 Hz and a set of bounds

is considered for the generated input data:

♣τX ♣≤ 2N , ♣τY ♣≤ 1.5N , ♣τN ♣≤ 1.5kg m2/s. (4.45)

Control inputs have been applied to the vessel by the unconstrained TA al-

gorithm discussed in Sec. 4.3.2.4. The considered plant output vector z̄ is

composed by the ship positions (x(k) [m], y(k) [m]) and orientation (ψ(k)

[rad]), referred to the NED external Ąxed reference system. The Wave Noise

Filter (WF) proposed in [116] has been considered to estimate the true ship

asset Ąltering the disturbances d(k), due to the sea wave. Both identiĄcation

and validation dataset have been acquired introducing an output additive wave

noise described by

hiw(s) =
σis

s2 + ζiω0is+ ω2
0i

(4.46)

where i = 1, 2, 3 is the index relative to the considered output (surge, sway

and yaw, respectively), σi = 0.5 is the parameter related to the wave intensity,

ζi = 0.1 is the relative damping ratio and ω0i = 0.8976 rad/s is the domi-

nating wave frequency in order to generate a wave disturbance featured by a

frequency of 0.1429 Hz. In the identiĄcation procedure the open loop system
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Table 4.20: IdentiĄed model NRMSE validation results

Np x[%] y[%] ψ[%]

1 100 100 100
10 99.95 99.93 99.93
20 99.78 99.67 99.74
50 98.77 98.02 98.81
100 96.32 94.13 97.64

has been forced with a set of random steps with a Ąxed period of 400 s in order

to record the nonlinear plant steady state response. During the data acquisi-

tion the plant inputs have been forced together in order to model any possible

coupling efects between inputs and outputs. The collected input and output

data have been used to identify a LTI model by a least square identiĄcation

algorithm. A sample of the result of the LTI model validation is reported in

Fig. 4.37 where the nonlinear plant outputs behavior has been compared with

the outputs computed by the identiĄed model, showing the efectiveness of the

linear plant to reproduce the Cybership II dynamic. The identiĄed model has

been tested comparing the computed outputs with respect to several valida-

tion data collected from the nonlinear model. Validation tests results have

been evaluated in terms of the Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE)

varying the considered prediction horizon Np as reported in Tab. 4.20.

The result of the identiĄcation is a discrete time LTI model S

x̄(k + 1) = Ax̄(k) +Bū(k)

z̄(k) = Cx̄(k) (4.47)

where ū(k) = [τX(k), τY (k), τN (k)]
′

is the input vector of dimension nū = 3,

z̄(k) = [x(k), y(k), ψ(k)]
′

is the output vector of dimension nz̄ = 3. The state

vector x̄(k) has dimension nx̄ = 10 and the sample time is Ts = 0.25 s. The

identiĄed system of Eq. (4.47) is featured by a full rank diagonal dominant state

transition matrix A, that allow to represent the non linear plant state evolution

of Eq. (4.43) by a constant matrix instead of the time-variant matrix R(ψ) that

requires to be recomputed iteratively with respect to the instantaneous value

of the yaw angle ψk.

4.3.2.3 Controller structure

The architecture of the controller is shown in Fig. 4.38. It is composed of a

control allocation (TA) algorithm, used to assign the nominal control efort ū

among the available actuators and providing the real thrust efort ūr; a wave
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Figure 4.37: Validation results of the identiĄed Cybership II LTI model. From
top to bottom: the nonlinear model x, y axis position and the ψ
angle (blue) and the LTI model model output (red), respectively.
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Ąlter (WF) that allows to estimate the ship position ȳr in presence of external

environment noise d afecting the measured output ȳm; the controller (MPC)

tuned with respect to the identiĄed model (4.47), with the feedback signals fr
and f∗ from the TA in order to compute the considered fault tolerant policy.

MPC TA

WF

Cybership II

dȳm
z̄

r ū ūr ȳr

fr, f∗

Figure 4.38: Architecture of the fault tolerant model predictive controller

4.3.2.3.1 Thrust Allocation policy The control allocation policy coordinates

the diferent thrusts of the over-actuated system in order to produce the desired

control eforts. The TA module architecture is reported in Fig.4.39. The TA

algorithm allocates the required control efort ū among the provided actuators

set with respect to actuators position and orientation. The TA solution is

the allocated control force f∗ that represents the reference signal for the real

actuators. The actuators set driven by f∗ provides the real force signals fr used

to compute the real control efort ūr by the thrust inverse mapping related to

the geometrical conĄguration of the vessel actuators. Several TA algorithms

have been proposed in last years and for the state of the art of control allocation

policies it is possible to refer to [101].

A Quadratic Programming (QP) formulation of the unconstrained TA so-

lution for the Ąxed actuators allocation problem has been introduced in the

control loop of the Cybership II. Given the actuators vector p ∈ R
np such that

Force Allocation Actuators Inverse Mapping
ū f∗ fr ūr

Figure 4.39: Thrust allocation algorithm block scheme

np = npf + npr , with npf Ąxed and npr rotable actuator, respectively, each Ąxed

actuator is modeled as two Ąxed actuators [117], i.e. np = npf + nnr = npf + 2nnr .

In the proposed approach the ship is an over-actuated system, because of the

number of actuator np > q, where q is the number of the degree of freedom of
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the vessel. The actuatorsŠ position vector is deĄned as

r =
[

lx ly

]′

(4.48)

with lx and ly the vectors of coordinates in the ship body reference system.

The generalized force input vector that the actuators can produce is given by

ūrk = Āfrk . (4.49)

In Eq. (4.49), Ā = Ā(r, α) ∈ R
(nū×np) is the constant conĄguration matrix of

the ship

Ā=

⋃

⎢
⨄

cosα1 . . . cosαp
sinα1 . . . sinαp

−ly1 cosα1 + lx1 cosα1 . . . −lyp cosα1 + lx1 cosαp

⋂

⎥
⎦ (4.50)

with α ∈ R
np the vector of the constant actuatorsŠ orientations, and frk ∈ R

np

the vector of real forces provided by the actuators set driven by the extended

thruster vector f∗k ∈ R
np provided by the TA algorithm:

f∗k = Ā†ūk. (4.51)

In Eq. (4.51), Ā† is the generalized Moore-Penrose right inverse matrix

Ā† = Ā′
(
ĀĀ′

)−1
(4.52)

and the solution of the allocation f∗k = Ā†ūk is the weighed 2-norm sense

optimal solution for an identity weight matrix W = I of appropriate dimen-

sion [118]:

f ′
∗k
Wf∗k ≤ f

′
kWfk ∀¶fk ∈ R

np ♣ fk = Ā†ūk♢. (4.53)

4.3.2.3.2 Model Predictive Control Due to the good performance of the

identiĄcation task (see Fig.4.37 and Tab.4.20), the LTI model of Eq. (4.47)

has been used to design the MPC. As reported in Tab.4.20, the optimization

problem formulated, over the considered prediction and control horizons (see

Tab. 4.22), is afected by a prediction Ąt error < 1%, introduced by the LTI

model approximation [119,120].

Considering the control scheme given in Fig.4.38, in the proposed solution a

quadratic cost is minimized subject to the linear equality constraints formulated
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with respect to the space state model of Eq. (4.47)

min.
∆ū

Np∑

i=1

∥Qz̄(z̄k+i♣k − rk)∥2
2+

Nu−1∑

j=0

∥Q∆ū∆ūk+j♣k∥
2
2 (4.54a)

s.t. xk♣k = x(k), (4.54b)

x̄k+i+1♣k = Ax̄k+i♣k +Būk+i♣k, (4.54c)

z̄k+i+1♣k = Cx̄k+i+1♣k, (4.54d)

∆ūk+Nu+j♣k = 0, (4.54e)

ūk+i♣k ∈ Ū, (4.54f)

i = 0, 1, . . . , Np − 1, (4.54g)

j = 0, 1, . . . , Nu − 1 (4.54h)

where Np is the prediction horizon, Nu is the control horizon, Q∆ū and Qz̄
are the weights matrices, with Q∆ū invertible, x̄k+i♣k denotes the prediction

of the variable x̄ at time k + i based on the information available at time k,

∆ūk+i♣k is the vector of the input increments, with ūk−1♣k = ū(k − 1), rk =
[

rxk ryk rψk

]′

is the output reference, Ū is the polyhedral set of constraints

on inputs and z̄k is the considered plant input. Due to the considered Wave

Filter (WF) algorithm, output z̄k = ȳrk , where ȳrk is the real pose of the ship

and z̄k the Ąltered one. The problem (4.54) can be casted into a condensed QP

problem of the form

min.
µ

1

2
µ′Hµ+ ρ′

kF
′µ

s.t. Gµ ≤ V ρ̄k + w

(4.55)

where µ ∈ R
nµ is the vector of optimization variables, ρk ∈ P and ρ̄k ∈ P̄ are

vectors of MPC parameters of dimension nρ̄ = nū +nx̄ +nz̄ and nρ = nū, with

P ⊂ R
nρ and P̄ ⊂ R

nρ̄ bounded sets of interest with ρ̄k =
[

ūk−1

]

and ρk =
[

ūk−1 x̄k z̄k

]′

, H ∈ R
nµ×nµ is a symmetric and positive deĄnite matrix,

F ∈ R
nµ×nρ is the linear cost term, G ∈ R

mū×nµ , V ∈ R
mū×nρ̄ and w ∈ R

mū

are the terms deĄning the inputsŠ constraints.

Remark 1. The MPC of Eq. (4.37) has been developed with respect to the

LTI system of Eq. (4.47) in order to formulate a LTI-MPC. This approach

represents a faster [121, 122] and certifiable [56] solution with respect to alter-

native nonlinear MPC algorithms [123] that can not-guarantee to maintain the

convexity of the quadratic minimization problem [4]. The possibility to certify

the algorithm complexity and the computational effort required to compute the

control law is of paramount importance for a real-time implementation of the

algorithm in commercial control platform. For a comparative performance anal-
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ysis between LTI-MPC and nonlinear MPC algorithms, in particular to control

the Cybership II vessel, it is possible to refer to [124,125].

Remark 2. Due to the formulation of the TA algorithm in the optimization

problem of Eq. (4.53), the force allocation could be directly integrated within the

MPC controller [126]. In the proposed approach the TA and the MPC have been

decoupled for two reasons: i) due to the study of the actuators’ configuration,

the TA policy can be developed and used to simplify the identification task of

Sec. 4.3.2.2 representing the nonlinear plant by a square linear model. When

a system is provided with a trust allocation policy, usually the controller is

decoupled from the TA, that run with a different execution rate and it is assumed

as part of the controlled plant. In this thesis has been considered this approach

to identify the LTI model of the nonlinear plant and to develop the proposed

controller; ii) maintaining decoupled the TA and the MPC allows to introduce

in the controller the FT policy proposed in the next section.

4.3.2.4 Fault Tolerant Model Predictive Control

The previous QP problem of Eq. (4.55) is the standard MPC formulated with

respect to the vessel model of Eq. (4.47). It guarantees control performances

in nominal scenario. However in case of actuators fault the control has low

efectiveness. In this thesis a direct feedback has been introduced from the

TA block to the MPC in order to consider the actuatorsŠ fault efect into the

control law. Such feedback considers the direct knowledge of the computed

actuator force reference value f∗ and of the real actuators force fr provided by

the actuator sensors (see Fig.4.38) [127]. Only the control efort constraints

have been considered in the minimization problem (4.54f):

ūk+i♣k ∈ Ū=¶ūk+i♣k ∈ R
nū ♣Gū∆ūk+i♣k ≤ Vūūk+i−1♣k + ūC♢ (4.56)

where

Gū =

[

−I

I

]

, Vū =

[

I

−I

]

, ūC =

[

−ūm
ūM

]

µ =
[

∆ūk♣k . . . ∆ūk+Nu−1♣k

]′

(4.57)

with I ∈ R
nū×nū and

ūm =
[

τXm τYm τNm

]′

ūM =
[

τXM τYM τNM

]′

(4.58)
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the vectors of minimum and maximum control efort bounds, respectively. The

QP problem constraintsŠ matrices are:

G =

⋃

⎢
⎢
⎢
⨄

Gū 0 . . . . . . 0

Gū Gū 0 . . . 0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Gū . . . . . . . . . Gū

⋂

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
, V =

⋃

⎢
⎢
⨄

Vū
...

Vū

⋂

⎥
⎥
⎦
, w =

⋃

⎢
⎢
⨄

ūC
...

ūC

⋂

⎥
⎥
⎦
. (4.59)

In the same way, the hessian matrix H and the linear term matrix ρ′
kF

′ in the

QP problem (4.55) have been deĄned as

H = (H̆ ′H̆ + Q̄∆ū) = (H̊ + Q̄∆ū)

Fρk = H̆Q̄z̄(F̊ xk − Sk) (4.60)

where H̆ = H̆(A,B,C) ∈ R
(nȳ·Np )×(nū·Np−Nc ) is named prediction matrix, H̊ ∈

R
(nū·Np−Nc )×(nū·Np−Nc ), F̊ = F̊(A,C) ∈ R

(Np·nz̄)×nx̄ , Q̄z̄ ∈ R
(Np·nz̄)×(Np·nz̄) and

Q̄∆ū ∈ R
(Nu·nū)×(Nu·nū) are weight matrices built from Qn∆ū

and Qnz̄ , Sk ∈

R
Np·nz̄ such that Sk =

[

rk . . . rk

]′

and

H̆ =

⋃

⎢
⎢
⎢
⨄

CB 0 . . . 0

CAB CB . . . 0

. . . . . . . . .

CANp−1B . . . . . . CANp−NuB

⋂

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
, F̊ =

⋃

⎢
⎢
⎢
⨄

CA

CA2

. . .

CANp

⋂

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
. (4.61)

The input constraints (4.54f) formulated by the Eq. (4.61) guarantee to com-

pute a nominal control efort ūk satisfying the input signals bounds of Eq. (4.45)

considered in the previous identiĄcation task of Sec. 4.3.2.2. As discussed be-

fore, the provided control efort is not applied directly to the system. This is

due to the presence of the TA algorithm that allows to compute the optimal

extended force vector f∗k with respect to the nominal matrix Ā†. The real

applied control efort is then computed as ūrk = Āfk, by the Moore-Penrose

pseudo-inverse proprieties ĀĀ† = I. Considering an actuatorsŠ fault scenario,

ūrk ̸= ūk because of the computed optimal extended force vector f∗k ̸= frk ,

where frk is the real extended force vector provided by the actuators.

Remark 3. Control effort estimation is a widely studied problem and several

solutions have been proposed in order to provide an estimation useful for fault

detection and tolerance algorithms [128–132]. These results allow to consider

the estimated value instead of the real force provided by each thruster.

If Ā† provides the thrust allocation result in nominal conditions and ūrk−1
=
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Āfrk−1
, deĄning the diagonal matrix f̄k ∈ R

(np×np)

f̄k =

⋃

⎢
⎢
⨄

(
f(1)
rk−1

f
(1)
∗k−1

)

0 . . . 0

0 . . . 0

(
f

(np)
rk−1

f
(np)
∗k−1

)

⋂

⎥
⎥
⎦

(4.62)

where f
(i)
∗k−1 is the nominal force required by the i−th actuator and f

(i)
rk−1 is

the real one provided at previous time instance, for i = 1, . . . , np, the mapping

matrix in case of fault is Āk = Āf̄k such that

ūrk =

∮

ĀkĀ
†ūk if frk ̸= f∗k

ūk, otherwise.
(4.63)

The equality frk−1
= f∗k−1

, tested at each time step k successive to the ap-

plication of the control efort frk−1
, is the fault detection condition. In fault

scenarios, the plant (4.47) could not Ąt the real system behavior due to un-

available actuators and to the relative reduction of system governability. From

Eq. (4.63), the fault matrix Mk ∈ R
nū×nū is deĄned and iteratively computed

Mk = ĀkĀ
† = Āf̄kĀ

† (4.64)

in order to introduce the fault efect in the plant model Sfk :

x̄(k + 1) = Ax̄(k) +BMkū(k)

z̄(k) = Cx̄(k) (4.65)

where Mk = I in absence of fault. The deĄnition of Sfk of Eq. (4.65) suggest

to rebuild the MPC with respect to the new system in order to formulate the

fault tolerant policy.

4.3.2.4.1 Fault Tolerant Algorithm The introduction of Mk into the plant

model of Eq. (4.65) causes two drawbacks:

• replacing in the model plant (4.47) the input matrix B with BMk causes

the lost of knowledge of the real plant input ūr, which in absence of fault

has been constrained as proposed in Eq. (4.63), and in fault scenario

cannot be constrained because the control law provides only the TA input

ūk, losing the knowledge about ūrk ;

• Sfk of Eq. (4.65) is a Linear Time-Varying (LTV) system and standard

LTV-MPC requires to rebuild and also to solve the QP problem itera-

tively, introducing a strong computational efort in the algorithm execu-

tion [96].
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In order to overcome the above problems, it is possible to introduce directly

the fault efect into the QP problem of Eq. (4.55) deĄning the block diagonal

matrix

M̄k =

⋃

⎢
⨄

Mk 0 . . . 0

0 Mk . . . 0

0 . . . 0 Mk

⋂

⎥
⎦ (4.66)

where M̄k ∈ R
(nu·Nu)×(nu·Nu) and solving iteratively the problem

min.
µ

1

2
µ′H̄kµ+ ρ′

kF̄kµ

s.t. Ḡkµ ≤ V̄kρ̄k + w.

(4.67)

The problem matrices are

H̄k = M̄ ′
kH̊M̄k + Q̄∆ū

F̄k = F ′M̄k

Ḡk = GM̄k

V̄k = V M̄k (4.68)

with H̄k ∈ R
nµ×nµ , F̄k ∈ R

nµ×nρ , Ḡk ∈ R
mū×nµ , V̄k ∈ R

mū×nρ . In the case of

not actuator fault, by Eq. (4.63) H̄k = H, F̄k = F , Ḡk = G, V̄k = V .

Both MPC and FT-MPC algorithms requires the estimated state x̄k in or-

der to compute iteratively the control law and in standard MPC it is usually

provided by a Kalman Filter (KF). In fault scenarios, also the nominal KF de-

signed with respect to nominal plant S of Eq. (4.47) need to be re-formulated.

In particular, in this thesis it has been done replacing in the KF algorithm the

nominal B matrix with the recomputed one BMk referred to Sk of Eq. (4.65).

4.3.2.4.2 Non Controllable Scenarios The proposed approach allows to con-

trol the plant in the presence of actuatorsŠ fault and also to rebuild correctly

the input constraints with respect to the real applied input avoiding the above

considered drawbacks. Furthermore, by the presented solution it is possible

to study the conditions of plant controllability in case of fault. Under the

assumption that the nominal LTI plant model S of Eq. (4.47) is controllable

rank

∏

ˆ
ˆ
∐

[

B AB . . . Anx̄−1B
]

  

R(A,B)

⎞

ˆ
ˆ
ˆ

= nx̄ (4.69)

the controllability of the plant in case of fault, i.e. Sfk of Eq. (4.65), is given

by rank(R(A,BMk)) = nx̄. This condition can be veriĄed iteratively in case
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of fault in order to check if it is allowed to maintain the control of the ves-

sel or otherwise to set to a safety state the control action. Furthermore the

above controllability condition can be used to deĄne oline the not controllable

scenarios set according to the value of each element of f̄k testing for which com-

bination of values 0 ≤ f
(i)
rk /f

(i)
∗k ≤ 1 with i = 0, . . . , np, the system becomes not

controllable, with f
(i)
∗k ̸= 0.

To identify not controllable fault scenarios it is necessary to verify only the

combinations of fault conditions causing a full breakdown (failure) of some

actuator f
(i)
rk /f

(i)
∗k = 0 and then to check if f̄k ∈ F where

F =
}
f̄ ∈ R

np ♣rank
(
R(A,BMk)

)
< nx̄

}
(4.70)

is the not controllable actuatorsŠ fault set, with F ⊂ R
f̄ where R

f̄ is the

actuators fault subspace R
f̄ ⊂ R

np deĄned as

R
f̄ = ¶ f̄ ∈ R

np ♣ 0 ≤ f̄ (i) ≤ f̄
(i)
∗ ♢. (4.71)

The tested Fault Tolerant MPC algorithm is reported in Algorithm 1. The

system is stopped in the presence of an actuatorsŠ fault verifying the not con-

trollability condition.

4.3.2.5 Simulation results

In this section simulation results comparing standard MPC and the proposed

FT-MPC have been reported. The not controllable set of actuatorsŠ faults has

been studied, considering the unavailability of actuators afected by faults by

setting f
(i)
r = 0 for each i-th lost actuator and f

(i)
r = f

(i)
∗ for the other ones. The

not controllable set F obtained by the study of the condition of the Eq. (4.70)

has been shown in Tab. 4.21, reporting the actuators fault combinations driving

the system in the safety state such that uk = [0, 0, 0]
′
. Due to the actuatorsŠ

conĄguration, fault scenarios setting the model into a not controllable state are

related to a controllability matrix R(A,BMk) featured by a rank value smaller

than the size of the considered space-state representation of Eq. (4.47) with

nx̄ = 10.

In order to test the efectiveness of the considered algorithm a set of fault

scenarios have been considered, driving the vessel by a set of test trajectories in

case of several actuatorsŠ faults. The considered MPC tuning parameters have

been reported in Tab. 4.22. In the proposed simulations the additive noise d(k)

has been generated by the model proposed in Eq. (4.46). The MATLAB active-

set based QP solver quadprog is used in the reported simulations. Both MPC

and FT-MPC have been tested driving the system with a set of step reference

signals of amplitude rx = 10 m, ry = 5 m and rψ = 0.0175 rad, introducing
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Table 4.21: Not controllable actuatorsŠ fault combinations

Fault scenario

f
(1)
r f

(2)
r f

(3)
r f

(4)
r f

(5)
r rank

(
R(A,BMk)

)

f
(1)
∗ 0 0 0 0 7

0 f
(2)
∗ 0 0 0 8

0 0 f
(3)
∗ 0 0 7

0 0 0 f
(4)
∗ 0 7

0 0 0 f
(4)
∗ f

(5)
∗ 7

0 0 0 0 f
(5)
∗ 7

0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 4.22: TA and MPC Tuning Parameters and Constraints

Parameter Symbol Value

Prediction horizon Np 15
Control horizon Nu 5
MO weights Qz̄

[
1 1 2

]

MV rate weights Q∆ū

⋃

⨄

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 5

⋂

⎦

MV constraints −2 ≤ τX ≤ 2
−1.5 ≤ τY ≤ 1.5
−1.5 ≤ τN ≤ 1.5

Sampling time Ts 0.25 s
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Algorithm 1 FT-MPC Algorithm

Input: Previous control input ūk−1, estimated state x̄k, plant output z̄k, pre-
vious nominal forces vector f∗k−1

, previous real forces vector frk−1
, mapping

matrix Ā, inverse mapping matrix Ā†, not controllability set F, previous Mk−1,
QP matrices H, F , G, V , w, H̊, Q̄∆nū

1: ρk ←
[
ūk−1 x̄k z̄k

]′
;

2: ρ̄k ← ūk−1;
3: SafetyState← 0;
4: f̄k ← (f∗k−1

, frk−1
); ▷ See Eq. (4.62)

5: if f̄k ∈ F then

6: SafetyState← 1;
7: Mk ← Āf̄kĀ

†;
8: M̄k ←Mk; ▷ See Eq. (4.66)
9: H̄k ← M̄ ′

kH̊M̄k + Q̄∆nū ;
10: F̄k ← F ′M̄k;
11: Ḡk ← GM̄k;
12: V̄k ← V M̄k;
13: H̄k ← H; F̄k ← F ′; Ḡk ← G; V̄k ← V ;Mk ← I;
14: end if

15: if SafetyState = 0 then

16: µ∗ ← min.
µ

1

2
µ′H̄kµ+ ρ′

kF̄kµ s.t. Ḡkµ ≤ V̄kρ̄k + w;

17: ∆ūk ← µ∗;
18: ūk ← ūk−1 + ∆ūk;
19: ūk ← [0, 0, 0]′;
20: end if

Output: The inputs ūk to be applied to the system.

a wave disturbance featured by a noise intensity σi = 0.5. The reference

signal for the ship orientation rψ has been Ąltered by an appropriate low-pass

Ąlter introduced in order to provide prescribed smooth output behavior. A

simulation time of 100 s has been considered in each actuatorsŠ fault scenario.

The MPC and FT-MPC algorithms have been compared with respect to the

percentage Integral Square Error (ISE) improvement:

∆ISE =
ISEMPC − ISEFT−MPC

ISEMPC

× 100. (4.72)

In Tab. 4.23 the ∆ISE results related to the considered step response for each

controlled output have been reported with the pedics x, y and ψ for each con-

trolled output. The Ąrst row of the Tab. 4.23 presents the ∆ISE value in case of

normal behavior, i.e. in absence of actuatorsŠ fault, and the other rows compare

the MPC and FT-MPC algorithms for each faultsŠ combination. The average

percentage ISE improvements of the FT-MPC with respect to the MPC are
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13.47%, 25.47% and 95.21% for x, y and ψ, respectively. In particular, the pro-

posed fault tolerant policy allows to eliminate the transient overshoot related

to the controlled orientation ψ and to reduce the controlled output steady-state

error variance (5% with the FT-MPC instead of the 8% of the reference value

with the standard MPC). These results validate the efectiveness of the pro-

posed approach, showing the improvement of the FT-MPC with respect to the

standard MPC in each fault scenarios, and maintaining standard performance

in case of fault free behavior. The reported ISE results show the reduction

of the error obtained applying the FT-MPC in particular with respect to the

orientation error which in case of fault is the most afected by performance

degradation.

As an example, in Figs. 4.40-4.43 simulations related to one of the proposed

actuatorsŠ fault scenarios, i.e. considering fr =
[

f
(1)
∗ 0 f

(3)
∗ 0 f

(5)
∗

]′

, have

been reported, also varying the wave intensity parameter in order to show the

transient response improvement given by the introduction of the fault tolerant

action in the standard MPC. In the simulations of Figs.4.40-4.43 the system

has been governed with two consecutive equal steps. During the Ąrst step the

fault-free scenario has been considered (see time instant T < 100) and in the

second (see time instant T ≥ 100) the considered actuatorsŠ faults conĄgura-

tion has been introduced in the vessel. The results show simulation considering

an additive wave noise featured by an intensity of σi = 0.5, equivalent to the

noise considered in the identiĄcation task. In particular in Fig. 4.40 the com-

pared control results have been reported, showing the improvement introduced

by the proposed approach with respect to the standard MPC controlling each

driven output in a fault scenario. Fig. 4.41 shows the control eforts compar-

ison, showing that the introduction of the fault efects in the reference plant

model causes the computation of diferent control signals, allowing to improve

the control performances. The compared algorithms provide the same con-

trol results in the Ąrst part of the simulation of Figs. 4.40-4.41, i.e. when the

nominal fault-free scenario has been considered.

Furthermore, considering the previous fault scenario, simulation results con-

sidering a wave noise featured by an intensity of σi = 5 have been reported,

in order to test the control performance in case of strong wave additive dis-

turbance. Fig. 4.42 and Fig. 4.43 shown the controlled outputs and the con-

trol eforts in fault-free and in faulty scenario. In fault-free control scenario

(T < 100) the compared controllers provide the same results. For T ≥ 100 the

fault is introduce in the ship, showing that the FT-MPC provides again good

control performances (∆ISEx = 15.42%, ∆ISEy = 8.04%, ∆ISEψ = 87.35%).

The results of the FT-MPC are similar to that obtained in previous case of low

wave noise while the control results provided by the standard MPC show lower

performance. Also in these conditions of strong disturbance the orientation ψ
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Table 4.23: ActuatorsŠ fault scenarios control results

Fault scenario ∆ ISEx ∆ ISEy ∆ ISEψ

f
(1)
r f

(2)
r f

(3)
r f

(4)
r f

(5)
r [%] [%] [%]

f
(1)
∗ f

(2)
∗ f

(3)
∗ f

(4)
∗ f

(5)
∗ 0 0 0

0 0 f
(3)
∗ 0 f

(5)
∗ 4.65 17.95 98.78

0 0 f
(3)
∗ f

(4)
∗ f

(5)
∗ −1.00 0.32 21.03

0 0 f
(3)
∗ f

(4)
∗ 0 4.65 17.95 98.76

0 f
(2)
∗ 0 0 f

(5)
∗ 27.37 25.19 99.90

0 f
(2)
∗ 0 f

(4)
∗ f

(5)
∗ 26.82 21.56 99.90

0 f
(2)
∗ 0 f

(4)
∗ 0 27.37 25.19 99.90

0 f
(2)
∗ f

(3)
∗ 0 0 20.27 8.38 99.83

0 f
(2)
∗ f

(3)
∗ 0 f

(5)
∗ 21.04 12.03 99.05

0 f
(2)
∗ f

(3)
∗ f

(4)
∗ f

(5)
∗ 20.94 1.43 96.40

0 f
(2)
∗ f

(3)
∗ f

(4)
∗ 0 21.04 12.030 99.05

f
(1)
∗ 0 0 0 f

(5)
∗ 19.90 12.05 99.78

f
(1)
∗ 0 0 f

(4)
∗ f

(5)
∗ 19.52 19.07 99.88

f
(1)
∗ 0 0 f

(4)
∗ 0 19.90 12.50 99.78

f
(1)
∗ 0 f

(3)
∗ 0 0 20.47 1.25 99.82

f
(1)
∗ 0 f

(3)
∗ f

(4)
∗ f

(5)
∗ 18.45 −0.91 93.80

f
(1)
∗ 0 f

(3)
∗ f

(4)
∗ 0 21.62 11.03 99.72

f
(1)
∗ f

(2)
∗ 0 0 0 −0.07 −0.05 99.57

f
(1)
∗ f

(2)
∗ 0 f

(4)
∗ f

(5)
∗ 0.63 25.87 99.92

f
(1)
∗ f

(2)
∗ 0 f

(4)
∗ 0 0.58 24.93 99.89

f
(1)
∗ f

(2)
∗ f

(3)
∗ 0 0 −0.02 −5.64 99.87

f
(1)
∗ f

(2)
∗ f

(3)
∗ 0 f

(5)
∗ 1.16 3.43 99.64

f
(1)
∗ f

(2)
∗ f

(3)
∗ f

(4)
∗ 0 1.16 3.43 99.64

presents a good improvement due to the introduction of the fault tolerant ac-

tion, providing results comparable with those obtained in the fault-free scenario

in terms of transient overshoot compensation and steady-state stabilization er-

ror variance (10% with the FT-MPC instead of the 25% of the reference value

with the standard MPC).
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Figure 4.40: Comparison of the output position and asset controlling the
Cybership II with the MPC (yellow) and the FT-MPC (red)
algorithms.
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Figure 4.41: Comparison of the control eforts controlling the Cybership II with
the MPC (yellow) and the FT-MPC (red) algorithms.
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Figure 4.42: Comparison of the output position and asset controlling the Cy-
bership II with the MPC (yellow) and the FT-MPC (red) algo-
rithms in the considered scenario.
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Figure 4.43: Comparison of the control eforts controlling the Cybership II with
the MPC (yellow) and the FT-MPC (red) algorithms in the con-
sidered scenario.
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Chapter 5

MPC for LPV systems

In this chapter the MPC algorithms for Linear Parameter-Varying (LPV) mod-

els are presented. The LPV paradigm, presented in Sec.3.1, represents a stan-

dard approach to model nonlinear dynamics systems considering the nonlin-

earities grouped in a set of exogenous estimated or measured time-varying

parameters. By the iterative update of the parametersŠ value, the LPV model

allows to describe the nonlinear dynamics through a piece-wise space-state for-

mulation closed to the Linear Time Invariant (LTI) system form. LPV-MPC

exploits the LPV paradigm to iteratively reformulate the controller with re-

spect to the instantaneous value of the parameters. This approach presents

several problems related to the reformulation of the control law [133].

This chapter is organized as follows. Sec. 5.1 presents the LPV-MPC policy

proposed in this thesis to control the nonlinear model of an aircraft, named

Aerosonde [134]. The nonlinear dynamics of the aircraft, approximated by a

LPV model, has been controlled by a MPC featured by the anticipative ac-

tion presented in Sec. 5.1.3. In order to improve the control performances, an

estimation of the future scheduling parameters value has been introduced in

the control law formulation. Furthermore, a MPC policy to drive the aircraft

altitude by an external control loop has been proposed and compared with a

switching MPC technique. Section 5.2 presents an innovative algorithm to re-

duce the computational time required by standard LPV-MPC. In the proposed

algorithm the LPV-MPC control law re-computation step can be avoided by

the introduction of a coordinate transformation, related to the instantaneous

parameter array value. The proposed solution has been tested on a benchmark

test to validate the sub-optimality of the considered algorithm. Furthermore,

a real world case study has been considered, testing the solution with respect

to the standard LPV-MPC in a catenary-free tram model.

5.1 LPV-MPC for Aerosonde Aircraft

In this section two techniques based on previewing [135], also called anticipative

action, have been proposed in order to improve the performances of the MPC-
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Figure 5.1: The Aerosonde UAV

based autopilot for the Aerosonde [134]. The UAV is modelled in the form of

a LPV system by the analysis of the simulated aircraft data performed by the

Predictor Based Subspace IDentiĄcation (PBSID) toolbox [102]. A Previewing

MPCLPV (P-MPCLPV) [136] based on the identiĄed model is developed in order

to control with this inner loop the aircraft asset. Due to the linearization efect

of the inner loop, a Previewing MPCLTI (P-MPCLTI based on the identiĄed LTI

model of the controlled asset system) is designed to drive the UAV altitude

system by a secondary slower control loop. The technique proposed for the in-

ternal P-MPCLPV controller considers the last computed optimization sequence

to estimate the future time-varying parameters behaviour improving the control

results. Furthermore, considering the development of an ad-hoc controller for

each Ćy scenario, a technique that switch between diferent P-MPCLTI for the

external altitude control loop has been considered. The proposed algorithms

are based on the anticipative action approach, which considers the knowledge

in advance of the full reference signal behaviour.

This part of the thesis is organized as follows. In Sec. 5.1.1 the Aerosonde

dynamics model is given and it is identiĄed. Sec. 5.1.2 reports the proposed

autopilot architecture. In sections 5.1.3 and 5.1.4 the proposed asset control

algorithms have been presented. Sections 5.1.5 and 5.1.6 report the altitude

control algorithms. In Sec. 5.1.7 and 5.1.8 have been compared the proposed

algorithms.

5.1.1 Identification of the Aerosonde LPV model

The Aerosonde is a small UAV designed to collect and store weather data, such

as humidity, temperature, pressure and wind speed, over remote and danger-
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EC AC UAV
rHk rθk uak yk

yak

yek

rk

Figure 5.2: Block scheme for the two layer Model Predictive Control Autopilot

Table 5.1: Aerosonde nonlinear model time-varying parameters bounds and
Ąxed input values

δm 13
δi 1
δf 0 rad

Vamax airspeed upper bound 50 m/s
Vamin airspeed lower bound 15 m/s
αmax AOA upper bound 0.3 rad
αmin AOA lower bound −0.1 rad
βmax sideslip angle upper bound 0.5 rad
βmin sideslip angle lower bound −0.5 rad
ϕmax bank angle upper bound 0.5 rad
ϕmin bank angle lower bound −0.5 rad
θmax pitch angle upper bound 0.5 rad
θmin pitch angle lower bound −0.25 rad
ψmax heading angle upper bound 0.75 rad
ψmin heading angle lower bound −0.75 rad

ous areas [137]. The vehicle has been developed by Aerosonde Pty Ltd and

Aerosonde North America [134] and the UAV nonlinear model is simulated

by the Matlab® Aerosim blockset provided by u-dynamics [99]. The dynami-

cal nonlinear behaviour provided by the blockset is the model with six degree

of freedom proposed in [138]; complete speciĄcations of the Aerosonde plant

and mathematical model are reported in [139]. The UAV model setup consid-

ers a set of time-varying parameters and control input bounds as reported in

Tab. 5.1. Control inputs related to mixture δm, ignition δi and lift δl are con-

sidered Ąxed in this thesis, studying the aircraft in steady-state Ćy conditions.

A LPV representation of the Aerosonde nonlinear plant has been identiĄed in

order to develop the UAV autopilot. In the identiĄcation procedure, the non-

linear plant has been simulated with a sampling time Ts = 4 ms and the plant

data (input, output and parameters) have been acquired with a sampling time
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of Ta = 400 ms. In the identiĄcation task the PBSID toolbox [102] is used and

the Aerosonde nonlinear plant is represented as:

xak+1
= f(xak , uak , ρk)

yak = g(xak , uak , ρk)
(5.1)

where yak ∈ R
nya is the output vector, xak ∈ R

nxa is the state vector,

uak ∈ R
nua is the input vector and ρk ∈ R

nρ is the parameters vector of time-

varying parameters, unknown a priori but measurable or estimable. This aspect

distinguishes the considered LPV systems from linear parameter-varying sys-

tems for which the model time-variations are known beforehand. The nonlinear

model of the Aerosonde is considered in steady-state Ćy condition, allowing to

study separately longitudinal and latitudinal plant subsystems [140]. By the

analysis of the simulated data, the model of Eq. (5.1) is converted into the

following LPV system in the form

xak+1
= Akxak +Bkuak

yak = Ckxak
(5.2)

with Ak ∈ R
nxa×nxa , Bk ∈ R

nxa×nua and Ck ∈ R
nya×nxa given by

Ak = Ā0 +

nρ∑

i=1

Āiρik , Bk = B̄0 +

nρ∑

i=1

B̄iρik , Ck = C̄0 +

nρ∑

i=1

C̄iρik (5.3)

where Āi ∈ R
nxa×nxa , B̄i ∈ R

nxa×nua , C̄i ∈ R
nya×nxa with i = 0, . . . nρ are

constant estimated matrices. The input vector is uak =
[

δtk δek δak δrk

]′

,

the output vector is yak =
[

θk ϕk ψk Vak

]′

and the scheduling parameters

vector is ρk =
[

αk βk Mk pk

]′

. The terms αk, βk are the scheduling pa-

rameters for the identiĄed LPV latitudinal subsystem of the aircraft and Mk,

pk the scheduling parameters for the longitudinal subsystem. LPV model vali-

dation results are grouped in Tab. 5.2. The identiĄed LPV system is compared

with respect to a validation set of simulated nonlinear plant data and evalu-

ated varying the prediction horizon Np in terms of the Variance Accounted For

(VAF) value, VAF = 100 ·max
[

1− var(ya−ŷa)
var(ya)

]

.

5.1.2 Autopilot Structure

The proposed autopilot is structured on a two layer control loops with an asset

inner P-MPCLPV loop (sample time Ta) called Asset Controller (AC) and, due

to the linearization efect of the AC, a slower (sample time Te = 4 s) external

altitude P-MPCLTI loop controller called External Controller (EC). The au-
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Table 5.2: IdentiĄed model Variance Accounted For validation results

Va ϕ θ ψ Np

99.3281 98.1254 92.4321 95.3723 3
98.5046 96.5238 90.8820 93.9795 6

VAF 98.3386 96.0970 89.1098 91.2434 9
96.3639 94.9137 85.1730 90.4980 12
92.9994 93.9529 81.3971 88.1975 15
93.9176 94.7903 77.7614 83.0647 18

topilot control block diagram is shown in Fig. 5.2, where yk =
[

yak yek

]′

is

the plant output vector yk ∈ R
(nya+nye ), hk = yek ∈ R is the external loop

controlled output, rak =
[

rθk rk

]′

is the asset reference vector (rak ∈ R
nya ),

rk =
[

rφk rψk rVak

]′

is the external reference vector for airspeed, heading

and bank angle, rθk ∈ R if the reference signal for the pitch angle provided

by the EC and rHk ∈ R is the reference for the controlled altitude.

5.1.3 Previewing Linear Parameter-Varying MPC for Asset

Control

Considering the identiĄed LPV plant of Eq. (5.2) a P-MPCLPV for the UAV

Asset Control (AC) is proposed. P-MPCLPV solves iteratively a Ąnite-horizon,

optimal control problem formulated with respect to a prediction model of the

controlled process and an estimation of its current state. When the cost func-

tion is quadratic and the constraints are aine, considering the anticipative

action, the P-MPCLPV optimization problem to be solved at each time step can
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be formulated as

min.
∆ua

Npa−1
∑

i=1

∥Qa(yak+i♣k
− rak+i)∥

2
2+

Nua−1
∑

l=0

∥Ra∆uak+l♣k
∥2

2

+ ∥Pa(yak+Npa ♣k
− rak+Npa

)∥2
2 (5.4a)

s.t. xak+i+1♣k
= Akxak+i♣k

+Bkuak+i♣k
(5.4b)

yak+i+1♣k
= Ckxak+i+1♣k

(5.4c)

xak♣k
= xak (5.4d)

∆uak+Nu+j♣k
= 0 (5.4e)

rak+Nra+v
= rak+Nra+v−1

(5.4f)

uak+l♣k
∈ Ua (5.4g)

∆uak+l♣k
∈ Da (5.4h)

yak+l♣k
∈ Ya (5.4i)

i ∈ ¶0, . . . , Npa − 1♢ (5.4j)

l ∈ ¶0, . . . , Nua − 1♢ (5.4k)

j ∈ ¶0, . . . , Npa −Nua − 1♢ (5.4l)

v ∈ ¶0, . . . , Npa −Nra − 1♢ (5.4m)

where Npa is the prediction horizon, Nua is the control horizon, Nra is the

previewing horizon, Qa, Ra, Pa are weight matrices of appropriate dimension,

xak+i♣k
denotes the prediction of the variable xa at time k + i based on the

information available at time k, ∆uak+i♣k
is the vector of the input increments,

with uak−1♣k
= uak−1

, rak+i is the vector of output references known in advance

and Ua, Da, Ya are polyhedral sets of constraints inputs, inputsŠ increments,

and outputs respectively.

5.1.4 Previewing MPCLPV with Future Parameter Estimation

for Asset Control

In the P-MPCLPV algorithm (5.4) for Asset Control (AC), the LPV system (5.2)

is iteratively rebuilt by the Eq. (5.3) using the estimated or measured parameter

vector ρk, considered constant in prediction. In order to improve the controller

performances, the estimation of the future behaviour of the time-varying pa-

rameters has been introduced in the controller. Due to the linearized behaviour

of the inner closed loop system provided by the P-MPCLPV, a LTI model of the
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parameters evolution ρ is identiĄed by the analysis of input/output data

xρk+1
= Aρxρk +Bρuak

ρk = Cρxρk
(5.5)

where Aρ ∈ R
nxρ×nxρ , Bρ ∈ R

nxρ×nua , Cρ ∈ R
nρ×nxρ and xρk ∈ R

nxρ is the

parameter state vector. The goodness of the identiĄed model (5.5) is indicated

by a Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE) average value of 85%.

This model can be used to estimate the future time-varying parameters value.

Considering the minimization problem (5.4) and introducing (5.5) in the pre-

diction equations (5.4b),(5.4c), the minimization problem becomes a nonlinear

problem hard to solve in real-time. In order to maintain a QP formulation,

the parameters model (5.5) is used to evaluate the future parameter evolution

ρk+i using the optimization sequence computed at the previous time instances

to approximate the future control efort uak+i
by the estimated future plant in-

puts uak+i♣k−1
= uak−1

+ ∆uak+i♣k−1
. By the introduction of the approximated

plant inputs, LPV model matrices (5.3) used to compute the plant prediction

become

Ak+j♣k−1 = Ā0 +

nρ∑

i=1

Āiρik+j♣k−1

Bk+j♣k−1 = B̄0 +

nρ∑

i=1

B̄iρik+j♣k−1

Ck+j♣k−1 = C̄0 +

nρ∑

i=1

C̄iρik+j♣k−1
. (5.6)

The parameter approximation is computed by

ρk+j♣k−1=CρA
j
ρxρk + CρA

j−1
ρ Bρ

(

uak−1
+

j
∑

l=1

∆uak+h♣k−1

)

(5.7)

where, considering the parameter prediction horizon Nfa such that l ≤ Nfa ≤

Npa , the predicted increment input is ∆uak+h♣k−1
= ∆uak+h−1♣k−1

for l ≥ Nua
and the predicted LPV matrices are

Ak+j♣k−1 = Ak+j−1♣k−1 , Bk+j♣k−1 = Bk+j−1♣k−1 (5.8)

Ck+j♣k−1 = Ck+j−1♣k−1 for j ≥ Nfa .
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From Eq. (5.6), the prediction model considered in the optimization problem

of Eq. (5.4) becomes

xak+i+1♣k
= Ak+i♣k−1xak+i♣k

+Bk+i♣k−1uak+i♣k

yak+i+1♣k
= Ck+i♣k−1xak+i+1♣k

(5.9)

In the next, the previewing MPCLPV with the prediction model provided by

Eq. (5.9) is called PF -MPCLPV.

Table 5.3: Asset Controller Tuning

Npa 15
Nua 5
Nra 3
Nfa 3

Qa
[
500 500 1 500

]

Ra

⋃

⎢
⎢
⨄

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 100 0
0 0 0 1

⋂

⎥
⎥
⎦

Pa

⋃

⎢
⎢
⨄

1000 0 0 0
0 1000 0 0
0 0 100 0
0 0 0 2000

⋂

⎥
⎥
⎦

Input constraints −0.1 ≤ δa ≤ 0.1
−0.1 ≤ δr ≤ 0.1
−0.1 ≤ δe ≤ 0.1
0.1 ≤ δt ≤ 1

Output constraints −0.15 ≤ ψ ≤ 0.15
−0.15 ≤ ϕ ≤ 0.15
−0.15 ≤ θ ≤ 0.15
20 ≤ Va ≤ 50

Ta 400 ms

5.1.5 Switching Previewing Model Predictive Control for

Altitude Control

For the altitude External Controller (EC), a Switching MPC (MPCS) is pro-

posed. The MPCS policy, proposed in [141, 142], considers an optimization

problem formulated as a mixed-integer quadratic program where the integer

switching variables are used to select the prediction model. In the proposed ap-

proach, the considered switching controllers have been developed with respect
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to a LTI prediction model. These controllers have been tuned with respect

to the diferent Ąght control scenarios. The prediction model related to the

altitude controller (EC) has been identiĄed as a LTI system (NRMSE Ąt 88%)

xek+1
= Aexek +Beuek

yek = Cexek
(5.10)

with rθk = uek ∈ R, xek ∈ R
nxe . The considered minimization problem (P-

MPCS) is

min.
∆ua

Npe−1
∑

i=1

∥Qes(yek+i♣k
− rHk+i)∥

2
2+

Nue−1
∑

l=0

∥Res∆uek+l♣k
∥2

2

+ ∥Pes(yek+Npe ♣k
− rHk+Npe

)∥2
2 (5.11)

s.t. xek+i+1♣k
= Aexek+i♣k

+Beuek+i♣k
(5.12)

yek+i+1♣k
= Cexek+i+1♣k

(5.13)

xek♣k
= xek (5.14)

∆uek+Nu+j♣k
= 0 (5.15)

rHk+Nra+v
= rHk+Nre+v−1

(5.16)

uek+l♣k
∈ Ue (5.17)

∆uek+l♣k
∈ De (5.18)

yek+l♣k
∈ Ye (5.19)

i ∈ ¶0, . . . , Npe − 1♢ (5.20)

l ∈ ¶0, . . . , Nue − 1♢ (5.21)

j ∈ ¶0, . . . , Npe −Nuv − 1♢ (5.22)

v ∈ ¶0, . . . , Npe −Nre − 1♢ (5.23)

s ∈ ¶1, . . . , Ns♢ (5.24)

where Npe is the prediction horizon, Nue is the control horizon, Nre is the

previewing horizon, Qes , Res , Pes are weight matrices of appropriate dimen-

sion, s is the switching variable provided externally to set the switch time

instance between controllers, Ns is the number of provided controllers, xek+i♣k

denotes the prediction of the variable xH at time k + i based on the informa-

tion available at time k, ∆uek+i♣k
is the vector of the input increments, with

uek−1♣k
= uek−1

, rHk+i is the vector of output references known in advance and

Ue, De, Ye are polyhedral sets of constraints inputs, inputsŠ increments, and

outputs respectively. By the formulation of Eq. (5.11), P-MPCS can be con-

sider as a P-MPCLPV rebuilding the QP when the variable s changes between

consecutive time instances.
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Table 5.4: Altitude Controllers Tuning

Common Controllers Parameters

Npe 45
Nue 15
Nre 3
Nce 3
Input constraints −0.15 ≤ ue ≤ 0.15
Input rate constraints −0.025 ≤ ∆ue ≤ 0.025
Output constraints 1000 ≤ h ≤ 7000
Te 4 s

Controller Parameters EC1

Qe1
10

Re1
1000

Pe1
1000

Controller Parameters EC2

Qe2
10

Re2
1000

Pe2 10
Controller Parameters EC3

Qe3 100
Re3

1000
Pe3

10

5.1.6 Smooth Switching Previewing Model Predictive Control

for the Altitude Control

Considering the previous P-MPCS formulation, an algorithm name PS-MPCS
is proposed in order to obtain a smooth behaviour during the switching step

between diferent tuned controllers. By the anticipate action [133], it is possible

to consider known in advance the prescribed switching time instance. From the

switching variable s, it is possible to deĄne a switching vector s̄ ∈ R
Nce , where

Nce is the switching preview horizon 1 ≤ Nce ≤ Npe such that

s̄ =
[

sk♣k . . . sk+Ns♣k

]′

(5.25)

where sk♣k = sk is the actual required controller index and sk+i♣k is the re-

quired controller known in advance at the switching time instance k + i with

i = 1, . . . , Nce . The cost function of the minimization problem (5.11) can be
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redeĄned as

min.
∆ua

Npe−1
∑

i=1

∥Qi(yek+i♣k
− rHk+i)∥

2
2+

Nue−1
∑

l=0

∥Rl∆uek+l♣k
∥2

2

+ ∥Pesk+Nce ♣k
(yek+Npe ♣k

− rHk+Npe
)∥2

2 (5.26)

with Qi = Qesk+i♣k
and Rh = Resk+h♣k

. Due to the previewing action, the

weights matrices are introduced iteratively in the control law, gradually switch-

ing into the successive controller, and optimizing the control behaviour before

the controller complete switch.

5.1.7 Simulation results: Asset Controllers comparison

In this section the comparison between the PF -MPCLPV and the P-MPCLPV of

Sec. 5.1.3 and 5.1.4, respectively, is reported. The controller parameters are

given in Tab. 5.3. In the simulation the stabilization performance have been

presented, showing the smooth behaviour of the controlled output due to the

introduction of the time-varying parameters future behaviour estimation. Re-

sults related to several reference step variations are given in Tab. 5.5, reporting

the average percentage ISE improvement

∆ISE =
ISEP-MPCLPV

− ISEPF -MPCLPV

ISEP-MPCLPV

× 100 (5.27)

provided by the PF -MPCLPV with respect to the P-MPCLPV. Fig.5.3 presents

aileron δa, rudder δr, elevator δe and throttle δt control eforts and outputs

(bank ϕ, heading ψ, pitch θ and airspeed Va) controlled by the P-MPCLPV

and the PF -MPCLPV respectively. In Fig. 5.4 are reported the related parame-

ters variation (Angle of Attack α, sideslip β, Mach speed M and atmospheric

pressure p). The better performance improvement is related to the latitudi-

nal subsystem controlled output (75% and 35% for ϕ and ψ respectively) with

respect to the longitudinal subsystem output (8% and 3% for θ and Va respec-

tively). Infact, the introduced parameter prediction provides a considerable

improvement only when the considered parameter has a dynamics predictable

over the considered control horizon. This is the case of the parameter α that

is featured by a faster dynamics during manoeuvring task, in the presence of

a considerable input variation. Whereas a parameter featured by a slower dy-

namics can be assumed constant in prediction. As in the case of M and ρ, that

do not present a considerable variation in the considered scenario.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison between P-MPCLPV and PF -MPCLPV techniques, sta-
bilization task scenario.

5.1.8 Simulation results: Altitude Controllers comparison

The comparison results between the P-MPCS and the PS-MPCS of Sec. 5.1.5

and 5.1.6 have been reported. The control scenario consists of a change in

the altitude reference, driving the Aerosonde from an initial altitude to a dif-

ferent one. In the proposed test the switch between the three controllers, i.e.
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Figure 5.4: Scheduling Time-Varying parameters.

Table 5.5: Comparison of P-MPCLPV and PF -MPCLPV: Average Integral
Square Error Results

ϕ ψ θ Va

∆ISE 45.69% 55.79% 13.13% 1.74%

EC1, EC2 and EC3, is tested considering the controller parameters reported

in Tab. 5.4. Each controller is tuned in order to provide better performances

with respect to the corresponding control scenario: considering two time in-

stances T1=300 s and T2=400 s, before the T1 instance the controller EC1 is

used, during the interval between T1 and T2 the controller EC2 is selected and

Ąnally after T2 the control law switches to EC3. Fig. 5.5 and 5.6 presents the

simulation results for diferent altitude trajectory showing the altitude control

efort ue, the reference rH and the controlled output. Average percentage ISE

improvement, computed as in Eq. (5.27), has been used to compare the perfor-

mances improvement introduce by the PS-MPCS with respect to the P-MPCS
in a set of standard switching control scenarios. The comparison results shown

an average improvement of ∆ISE of 24.21% due to the introduction of the PS-

MPCS. Simulation results of Fig. 5.5 and 5.6 report the improvement related

to the smooth switching technique. The control efort presents a smooth be-

haviour, reducing the controlled output overshoots during the switch step in

both the considered trajectories.

5.2 Computational efficient LPV-MPC

The success of Model Predictive Control (MPC) is growing in many engineering

Ąelds, thanks to the ability of optimally regulating multivariable systems while
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between P-MPCS and PS-MPCS techniques control-
ling positive slope altitude trajectory.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison between P-MPCS and PS-MPCS techniques control-
ling negative slope altitude trajectory.

imposing constraints on inputs and outputs. When the system to control has a

nonlinear dynamics, the use of a Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) prediction
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model has been proven to be an efective solution in many cases. However,

the computational efort is a crucial issue for LPV-MPC, severely limiting its

application especially in embedded control. Indeed, for small scale systems the

time needed to compute the Quadratic Programming (QP) problem at each

time step, can be substantially higher than the average time to solve it. In this

section an algorithm that drastically reduces this computational complexity

for a particular class of LPV systems is presented. It is shown that when the

input matrix is right-invertible, the rebuild phase can be accelerated by means

of a coordinate transformation which approximates the original problem. It is

then introduced a variant of the algorithm, able to further reduce the rebuild

time at the cost of a slightly increased sub-optimality. The two algorithm are

tested on a benchmark set of random MPC problems, as well as on a case study

regarding the control of an autonomous tram. Results on time complexity and

optimality conĄrm the efectiveness of the method, especially in those applica-

tions where computational load is a key indicator for success. In Sec. 5.2.1 the

problem statement is presented, introducing the reasons of the proposed re-

search. Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.2.1 present the algorithms formulation proposed

and Sec. 5.2.3 introduced the benchmark of the proposed tests. The results of

the simulation, considering the proposed case study are reported in Sec. 5.2.4.

5.2.1 Problem statement

DeĄne θk ∈ Θ a time-varying vector of exogenous parameters, measured at each

time step k, with Θ ⊂ R
nθ a set of interest. An LPV model can be written as

follows:

xk+1 = A(θk)xk +B(θk)uk (5.28a)

yk = Cx (5.28b)

where x ∈ R
nx is the statesŠ vector, u ∈ R

nu is the inputsŠ vector, y ∈ R
ny is

the outputsŠ vector, A(θk) ∈ R
nx×nx , B(θk) ∈ R

nx×nu and C ∈ R
ny×nx are

the state-space matrices. MPCLPV makes use of (5.28) as a prediction model,

and with a quadric cost function subject to aine constraints, the optimization
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problem to solve can be formulated as:

min.
∆u

Np∑

i=1

∥Qy(yk+i♣k − rk)∥2
2+

Nu−1∑

h=0

∥Q∆u∆uk+h♣k∥
2
2 (5.29a)

s.t. xk+i+1♣k = A(θk)xk+i♣k +B(θk)uk+i♣k (5.29b)

yk+i+1♣k = Cxk+i+1♣k (5.29c)

xk♣k = xk (5.29d)

∆uk+Nu+j♣k = 0 (5.29e)

∆uk+h♣k ∈ Dk (5.29f)

yk+h♣k ∈ Y (5.29g)

i ∈ ¶0, . . . , Np − 1♢ (5.29h)

h ∈ ¶0, . . . , Nu − 1♢ (5.29i)

j ∈ ¶0, . . . , Np −Nu − 1♢, (5.29j)

where Np is the prediction horizon, Nu is the control horizon, Qy, and Q∆u

are square weight matrices, with Q∆u invertible, xk+i♣k denotes the prediction

of the variable x at time k + i based on the information available up to time

k, ∆uk+i♣k is the vector of the input increments, with uk−1♣k = uk−1, rk is the

vector of outputs references, and Dk, Y are polyhedral sets of constraints inputsŠ

increments, and outputs, respectively. Given the inputs constraints Euu ≤ eu,

and the inputsŠ increments constraints E∆u∆u ≤ e∆u, then Dk = ¶∆u ∈

R
nu ♣D∆u ≤ dk♢ where D =

[

E∆u Eu

]′

and d =
[

e∆u eu − Euuk−1

]′

. The

solution to (5.29) can be found by optimizing the equivalent time-varying QP

problem below, often addressed as condensed formulation:

min.
z

1

2
z′Hkz + ρ′

kF
′
kz

s.t.

[

G∆u

Gyk

]

z ≤

[

W∆u

W y
k

]

ρk +

[

w∆u

wyk

]
(5.30)

where z ∈ R
nz is the vector of optimization variables, ρk ∈ P is the vector of

MPC parameters of dimension nρ = ny+nx+nu, with P ⊂ R
nρ a bounded set of

interest and ρk =
[

rk uk−1 xk♣k

]′

, Hk ∈ R
nz×nz is a symmetric and positive

deĄnite matrix, Fk ∈ R
nz×nρ is the linear cost term, G∆u

k ∈ R
mu×nz , W∆u

k ∈

R
mu×nρ and w∆u

k ∈ R
mu are the terms deĄning inputsŠ increments constraints,

Gyk ∈ R
my×nz , W y

k ∈ R
my×nρ and wyk ∈ R

my are the terms deĄning outputs

constraints. The optimization variables are deĄned as z =
[

∆uk, . . . ,∆uk+Nu

]

.

It is worth noticing that, as a standard assumption, the vector of parameters θk
is supposed to be constant in prediction [44,45]. The recent literature proposed
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several algorithms to solve eiciently the QP problem (5.30), among which the

gradient projection [143], the interior-point [144] and active-set methods [145,

146]. However, solving problem (5.30) is not the only computationally costly

operation for MPCLPV. Indeed, unlike MPCLTI, the matrices Hk, Fk, Gk, Wk

and wk are time-varying, because of the dependence on the model (5.28), and

therefore they must be recomputed at each time step. Unfortunately, the time

required by this rebuild can be high enough to discourage the use of MPCLPV.

As an example, Fig. 5.7 provides an idea about this complexity, comparing the

times required to build the problem and to solve it, on a large set of random QP

problems with dimensions commonly found in embedded applications. Clearly,

the rebuild time depends only on the dimensions, whereas the solution time

depends on the iterations taken by the solver and it is represented by a box-plot

resulting from 1000 random tests for each point. The computational framework

is a PC with Intel® Core i5-3210M CPU @ 2.50GHz, running the dual simplex

solver from Mosek Aps©. The results show that the time spent on building the

QP is substantially larger than the average time to solve it, and can be even

larger than the worst-case.
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T
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QP building time QP solving time

Figure 5.7: Computational time required to compute the optimal inputs with a
standard MPCLPV formulation with ny = nx = nu = 2, Nu = Np/3.
The time required to compute the QP and to solve it are shown.

5.2.2 Rebuild-free LPV-MPC

From the considerations of previous section, it is easy to conclude that by

reducing the time spent building the QP problem from scratch, the eiciency

of MPCLPV can be considerably improved. This section details the RF-MPCLPV

algorithm and shows the improvements when compared with standard MPCLPV.

As a second contribution, the RF2-MPCLPV variant is also presented, where,

by scarifying solution accuracy, the speed can be further enhanced.
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5.2.2.0.1 Coordinate transformation of system’s inputs To derive the RF-

MPCLPV framework, here a coordinate transformation of the systemsŠ inputs

has been introduced, which allows to design the MPC controller for a LTI

system. This is close in spirit with Feedback Linearization (FL) technique,

[147Ű150]. However, the drawbacks of FL are avoided in this case, as i) the

cost function remains convex, ii) the constraints on the transformed variables

can be computed by aine operations on the original ones. The following

Theorem introduces the coordinate transformation, and derives the relations

to correctly impose the constraints on the transformed variables.

Theorem 5.2.1. Given an MPC formulation as in (4.37), with nu ≥ nx, let

A(θk) = A(θ0) + Ā(θk) and B(θk) = B(θ0) + B̄(θk), two time-varying matrices

computed at time k, for some θ0 ∈ Θ. Consider the LTI system defined by

x̄k+1 = A(θ0)x̄k +B(θ0)ūk (5.31a)

ȳk = Cx̄k. (5.31b)

and let F(ūk, xk) : Rnu → R
nu be a coordinate transformation of the inputs

defined as

F(ūk, xk) := uk = B(θk)+(B(θ0)ūk − Ā(θk)xk) (5.32)

with B(θk)+ the right pseudo-inverse of B(θk). Then, to impose constraints

on the original LPV system (5.28), the LTI system (5.31) must be constrained

such as:

i) given ∆u ∈ Dk, then ∆ūk+h ∈ D̄k+h where D̄k+h is an affine transfor-

mation of Dk, depending on xk+h;

ii) given yk+i ∈ Y, then ȳk+i ∈ Y, ∀ i = 0, . . . , Np − 1.

Proof 1. i) Consider Dk = ¶∆u ∈ R
nu ♣D∆u ≤ dk♢, then applying the co-

ordinates’ transformation (5.32), the following polyhedral space is derived

D̄k+h=¶∆ū ∈ R
nu ♣D̄k+h∆ū ≤ d̄k+h, ∀h = 0 . . . Nu♢ (5.33)

where

D̄k+h = DB(θk)+B(θ0)

d̄k+h = DB(θk)+Ā(θk)xk+h♣k + dk. (5.34)

ii) Given uk+i♣k = F(ūk+i♣k, xk+i♣k), ∀i = 0, . . . , Np − 1,

with uk+i♣k = uk+Nu−1♣k, ∀i ≥ Nu. Let the output prediction equation

be

yk+i+1♣k = C(A(θk)xk+i♣k +B(θk)uk+i♣k), (5.35)
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then, applying the coordinate transformation, the following equation is

obtained:

yk+i+1♣k = C(A(θ0)xk+i♣k +B(θ0)ūk+i♣k) (5.36)

and therefore yk+i+1♣k = ȳk+i+1♣k holds, from which clearly follows that

ȳk+i ∈ Y. As a by-product, equation (5.36) demonstrates also that xk+i♣k ≡

x̄k+i♣k which will be useful in the next sections.

Theorem 5.2.1 suggests how to design a MPC controller for the LTI sys-

tem (5.31), that, when used in feedback with the coordinatesŠ transforma-

tion (5.32), regulates the original LPV system by imposing the desired in-

puts/outputs constraints. In the speciĄc, given the proved equivalence of the

outputs, the outputsŠ constraints can be imposed directly on the LTI system,

without the need of time-dependent rebuild in the condensed form. On the

other hand, the constraints on the inputs can be derived by an aine trans-

formation of the original set. However, this transformation would depend on

the future evolution of the states, which would turn into a non-holonomic con-

straintsŠ formulation, diicult to be solved in real-time. The next subsection

proposes the complete RF-MPCLPV algorithm, with a solution to solve ei-

ciently the aforementioned problem.

The convex optimization problem to be solved by the MPC controller, de-

signed to regulate the LTI system (5.31), can be cast into the following QP

problem, where the Hessian H, the matrix F , and the outputsŠ matrix inequal-

ity are time-invariant:

min.
z̄

1

2
z̄′Hz̄ + ρ′

kF
′z̄

s.t.

[

G∆uḠk
Gy0

]

z̄ ≤

[

Tk
W y

0

]

ρk +

[

T̄k
0(my×nu)

]

ρ̄k +

[

w∆u

wy0

]
(5.37)

with z̄ =
[

∆ūk, . . . ,∆ūk+Nu

]

, F = F (θ0), H = H(θ0), Gy0 = Gy(θ0), W y
0 =

W y(θ0), w0
y = wy(θ0), and Tk, T̄k, Ḡk and ρ̄k are the only time-varying com-

ponents whose derivation is detailed below. Consider G∆u
h,j the row of G∆u

relative the the j-th input increment constraint, at the h-th prediction step,

with j = 1, . . . ,mu and h = 0, . . . , Nu − 1. Assume G∆u to be ordered by

grouping all the constraints at the same prediction step, with increasing j, and

let w∆u follow the same order scheme, with w∆u
h,j the single element. By apply-

ing the coordinatesŠ transformation (5.32), for h = 0 the input increments can

be written as:

∆uk♣k = B(θk)+(B(θ0)ūk♣k − Ā(θk)xk♣k)− uk−1 (5.38)
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and the j-th input constraint on the new coordinates can be computed as

T̄ ū0,j∆ūk♣k ≤ w0,j − T̄
ū
0,j ūk−1 +G∆u

0,j uk−1 + T̄ x0,j x̄k♣k (5.39)

with

T̄ ū0,j = G∆u
0,jB(θk)+B(θ0) = G∆u

0,j Ḡ0,jk (5.40a)

T̄ x0,j = G∆u
0,jB(θk)+Ā(θk) (5.40b)

Equation (5.38) allows to recompute the inputsŠ increments (and inputs) con-

straints in the new coordinates, to exactly impose those limits on the original

LPV system. As a result, the inputs efectively applied to the system will be

always feasible. However, the constraints at the future prediction steps are

non-holonomic, due to what proved by Theorem 5.2.1. Therefore, in order to

maintain the convexity of the problem, RF-MPCLPV approximates the predic-

tion of the states with that computed at the previous time-step k − 1. With

this assumption, the general constraint j, at prediction step v = 1, . . . , Nu, can

be approximated by:

T̄ ūv,j∆ūk+v♣k ≤ wv,j − T̄
ū
v,j ūk−1 +G∆u

0,j uk−1+

+T̄ xv,j x̄k+v♣k−1

(5.41)

where xk+v♣k−1 denotes the statesŠ prediction obtained at the previous time-

step, which can be derived by considering:

x̄k+v♣k−1 = A(θ0)x̄k+v−1♣k−1 +B(θ0)ūk+v−1♣k−1 (5.42)

with x̄k♣k−1 = x̄k♣k, and ūk+Nu−1♣k−1 = ūk+Nu−2♣k−1 due to the unavailability

of ∆ūk+Nu−1♣k−1. Consequently, the prediction of the LPV inputs are com-

puted as:

uk+v−1♣k−1=B(θk)+B(θ0)ūk+v−1♣k−1+

−B(θk)+Ā(θk)x̄k+v−1♣k−1.
(5.43)

The equations (5.39) and (5.41) are the ground for the derivation of the time-

varying components of the constraintsŠ inequality in (5.37). In the speciĄc, ρ̄k
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is found to be ρ̄k =
[

ρ̄uk ρ̄ūk ρ̄xk

]′

with

ρ̄uk =
[

ūk−1♣k−1 . . . ūk+Nu−1♣k−1 0(nu×1)
]

(5.44a)

ρ̄ūk =
[

uk♣k−1 . . . uk+Nu−1♣k−1 0(nx×1)
]

(5.44b)

ρ̄xk =
[

xk+1♣k−1 . . . xk+Np−1♣k−1

]

. (5.44c)

As a last step, the time-varying components Ḡk, Tk and T̄k of the QP problem

(5.37) are computed at each iteration as:

Ḡk = I
[

Ḡ0k . . . Ḡhk . . . ḠNu−1k

]

(5.45a)

Tk =
[

0(mu×ny) Tu0 T x0k

]

(5.45b)

T̄k =
[

T̄ ūk T̄u T̄ xk

]

(5.45c)

T̄ ūk = I
[

T̄ ū0k . . . T̄ ūhk . . . T̄ ūNu−1k

]

(5.45d)

Tu = I
[

0(mu×nu) Tu1 . . . Tuh . . . TuNu−1

]

(5.45e)

T xk = I
[

0(mu×nx) T x1k . . . T xhk . . . T xNu−1k

]

(5.45f)

Ḡhk =

⋃

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⨄

Ḡh,1k
...

Ḡh,jk
...

Ḡh,muk

⋂

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

, T̄ ūhk =

⋃

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⨄

−G∆u
h,0Ḡ0,0k

...

−G∆u
h,j Ḡ0,jk

...

−G∆u
h,mu

Ḡ0,muk

⋂

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(5.45g)

Tuh =

⋃

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⨄

G∆u
h,0
...

G∆u
h,j

...

G∆u
h,mu

⋂

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

, T xhk =

⋃

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⨄

T̄ xh,0
...

T̄ xh,j
...

T̄ xh,mu

⋂

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(5.45h)

Given the above equations, Algorithm 2 details the steps of one iteration of

RF-MPCLPV.

5.2.2.1 Approximation with constraints constant in prediction

The RF-MPCLPV algorithm saves the costly rebuild of the hessian Hk, the ma-

trix Fk and the matrix inequality of the output constraints. However, it still

needs to rebuild at each time step the matrix inequality regarding the con-

straints on the inputs, and inputsŠ increments. This is unavoidable to have an
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Chapter 5 MPC for LPV systems

Algorithm 2 RF-MPCLPV Algorithm

Input: Parameters arrays ρk, θk, system state xk, previous step inputs
uk−1,ūk−1, previous step input increments ∆uk+h♣k−1, h = 0, . . . , Nu − 1

1: xk♣k−1 ← xk;
2: ūk−1♣k−1 ← ūk−1;
3: uk−1♣k−1 ← uk−1;
4: ρ̄k ← ∅;
5: for i = 1, . . . , Np do

6: if i ≤ Nu − 1 then

7: ūk+h♣k−1 ← ūk+h−1♣k−1 + ∆ūk+h+1♣k−1;
8: else

9: ūk+h♣k−1 ← ūk+h−1♣k−1;
10: end if

11: compute xk+h♣k−1 ; ▷ See Eq. (5.42)

12: uk+h♣k−1 ← F
(
ūk+h♣k−1, xk+h♣k−1

)
;

13: ρ̄uk ← uk+h♣k−1;
14: ρ̄xk ← xk+h♣k−1;
15: ρ̄ūk ← ūk+h♣k−1;
16: end for

17: ρ̄k ← [ρ̄uk , ρ̄
x
k, ρ̄

ū
k ]

′
;

18: build Ḡk; ▷ See Eq. (5.45a)
19: build Tk; ▷ See Eq. (5.45b)
20: build T̄k; ▷ See Eq. (5.45c)
21: compute z̄∗ by solving the QP problem (5.37);
22: ūk ← ūk−1 + ∆ūk♣k−1;
23: uk ← F (ūk, xk);

Output: The inputs uk to apply to the system.

accurate aine approximation of the original non-holonomic constraints, which

translates into an optimizer very close to what obtained with the standard

MPCLPV. However, one can have the necessity to further improve the speed of

the algorithm, at the cost of scarifying the solution accuracy. To this end, a

simple but efective solution is to build the constraints at the current iteration

step, that is equation (5.39), and impose it for the whole control horizon. This

reĆects a similar idea used in FL to approximate the non-linear constraints

at future prediction time-steps, [148]. Therefore, in order to implement this

variation of the algorithm, which is referred to as RF2-MPCLPV, matrices Tk,
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5.2 Computational efficient LPV-MPC

Tu and T̄k needs to be redeĄned, such as ρ̄k = ūk−1 and

Tk =
[

0(Nu·mu×ny) Tu T xk

]

(5.46a)

Tu =
[

Tu0 . . . Tuh . . . TuNu−1

]′

(5.46b)

T xk =
[

T x0k . . . T xhk . . . T xNu−1k

]′

(5.46c)

T̄k =
[

T̄ ū0k . . . T̄ ūhk . . . T̄ ūNu−1k

]′

. (5.46d)

with Tuh , T xhk and T̄ ūhk given by Eq. (5.45g) and (5.45h). Eq. (5.46) shows

that the time-varying matrices required to update the QP problem (5.37) have

a simpler structure for RF2-MPCLPV, with respect to RF-MPCLPV. Moreover

the statesŠ approximation steps are not required. Both these aspects makes

RF2-MPCLPV a faster algorithm, at the price of an increased sub-optimality.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison between MPCLPV, RF-MPCLPV and RF2-MPCLPV

techniques when controlling systems with ny = nx = nu = 2 and
horizons Nu = Np/3.

5.2.3 Benchmark on embedded problems

The proposed RF-MPCLPV and RF2-MPCLPV have been tested on a large data-

set of MPC problems, subject to box constraints on inputs, inputsŠ rate and

outputs. The dimensions of such problems are typical of embedded applica-

tions, given the impact of the algorithm on real-time systems. The perfor-
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Chapter 5 MPC for LPV systems

mances have been compared with respect to the standard MPCLPV approach,

in terms of speed and solution accuracy. The computational environment is

the one introduced in section 5.2.1. In order to evaluate the optimality, let the

cost at instant k be

Jk = 0.5z′
kHkzk + ρkF

′
kzk. (5.47)

Given J∗
k the cost at z∗

k, which is the optimizer computed by standard MPCLPV,

the optimality gap ηk is introduced:

ηk = 100 · ♣J∗
k − Ĵk♣ / ♣J

∗
k ♣ (5.48)

with Ĵk the cost computed at ẑ∗, deĄned as the optimizer obtained with either

RF-MPCLPV or RF2-MPCLPV. Figures 5.8 and 5.9 collect the results of the

benchmark. Each single point is the average value of 1000 randomly generated

MPC problems. It is worth noticing that the time reported refers to the whole

control routine. Figure 5.8 shows how the algorithm performs with increasing

prediction and control horizons. As expected, RF-MPCLPV drastically reduces

the computational time of MPCLPV, from 7 to 8 times less, with a solution

quality close to the optimum (less than 7% error in the worst-case). On the

other hand, RF2-MPCLPV further accelerates the control routine, by allowing

an higher sub-optimality. Figure 5.9 proposes the dependence of the results

from the systems dimensions, keeping constant control and prediction horizon.

Similar speed improvements and optimality gap can be observed in this case,

too.

5.2.4 A Case Study

This section shows the noteworthy performance of the proposed algorithms on a

real-world example of industrial relevance [151]. The control problem regards

the low-level automatic train operation system of a catenary-free tram with

regenerative breaking. In brief, the electrical machine and braking forces have

to be optimally actuated to move the tram between two consecutive stations,

guaranteeing punctuality, comfort and energy eiciency. The system dynamics

can be represented by the following nonlinear, continuous-time, model:

ṡ(t) = v(t) (5.49a)

v̇(t) =
fe(t) + ff (t)− 0.5ρCDAv(t)2

M
− h(β(t)) (5.49b)

h(β(t)) = µg cos(β(t)) + g sin(β(t)) (5.49c)

where s is the tram position to be controlled, v the tram speed, M the mass,

fe and ff the electrical machine and braking forces, respectively, CDA the
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Figure 5.9: Comparison between MPCLPV, RF-MPCLPV and RF2-MPCLPV

techniques consider plants with ny = nx = nu and horizons
Np = 12, Nu = 4.

coeicient of aerodynamic drag, ρ the density of air, β(t) the grade angle, µ

the coeicient of rolling distance, and g the gravity acceleration. Let us deĄne

α = 0.5ρCDA, and let a(t) = v̇(t) be the acceleration of the tram, the vehicle

dynamics must be subject to the following set of time-varying constraints on

speed, acceleration, electrical machine and friction forces:

0 ≤ v(t) ≤ vmax(s(t)) (5.50a)

amin ≤ a(t) ≤ amax (5.50b)

fmin
e (v(t)) ≤ fe(t) ≤ f

max
e (v(t)) (5.50c)

fmin
f (t) ≤ ff (t) ≤ 0 (5.50d)

fe(t) + ff (t) ≥Mamin + αv(t)2 +Mh(β(t)) (5.50e)

where, given the motor power Pm, the electrical force limits can be computed

on-line as:

fmax
e (v(t)) = min

(
Pmax
m

v(t)
, fmax
e,a (t)

)

(5.51a)

fmin
e (v(t)) =

Pmin
m

v(t)
(5.51b)

fmax
e,a (t) = Mamax + αv(t)2 +Mh(β), (5.51c)
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an the time-varying limit vmax(s(t)) is a piece-wise constant function of the

position. The meaning and values assumed by all the parameters in Eqs. (5.50)

and (5.51) are collected in Table 5.6. It has been demonstrated as the non-

linear dynamics 5.49 of the vehicle can be approximated by an LPV model, with

suicient accuracy for control purposes [151]. Let us deĄne x(t) =
[

s(t) v(t)
]′

,

u(t) =
[

fe(t) ff (t)
]′

and uv(t) =
[

sin(β) cos(β)
]′

, the following LPV sys-

tem is used as the prediction model for MPC:

ẋ(t) = Ac(x2(t))x(t) +Bcuu(t) +Bcvuv(t), (5.52)

with the continuous-time LPV matrices deĄned as:

Ac(xt) =

[

0 1

0 −ax2(t)
M

]

, Bcu =

[

0 0
1
M

1
M

]

(5.53a)

Bcv =

[

0 0

−µg −g

]

, Cc =

[

1 0

0 1

]

. (5.53b)

The discrete-time model is easily obtained, such that:

Ad(θk) = eA
c(θ(t))Ts (5.54a)

Bdu(θk) =

∫ Ts

0

eA
c(θ(t))TsBcudτ (5.54b)

Bdv (θk) =

∫ Ts

0

eA
c(θ(t))TsBcvdτ (5.54c)

Cd ≡ Cc. (5.54d)

Model (5.54) with constraints (5.50) are the bricks for the development of the

MPC controller to be tested. Regarding the design of such controller, the reader

is pointed to [151], which details the speciĄcs of the MPCLPV controller which

is used in the following as the baseline to compare the novel algorithms. The

main parameters of the MPC are collected in the second half of Table 5.6. It

is worth mentioning that the tested controller makes use of the preview both

on the reference position and on the measured disturbances. In order to de-

rive the corresponding RF-MPCLPV and RF2-MPCLPV controllers, the value

θ0 = 10 m/s of the time-varying parameter x2(t) is selected, being the average

value in the allowed range described by the speed constraints in the consid-

ered scenario. The comparison of the control performance between MPCLPV,

RF-MPCLPVand RF2-MPCLPV, when driving the tram between to consecutive

stations, is presented in Figures 5.10 and 5.11. They show the input forces

computed by the three algorithms, the tracked output position and the output

vehicle speed with related constraints, respectively. Clearly, the diferences in
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the overall control performance is not relevant, but the improvement in the

average computational Ta time and maximum computational time TM is sub-

stantial as conĄrmed by Table 5.7. With an average sub-optimality of ηa of 9%,

the proposed techniques are able to reduce the average percentage computation

∆Ta time up to the 53%. It is worth mentioning that the error in the solution

is computed on the whole, predicted, control sequence. However, only the Ąrst

inputs are applied and RF-MPCLPV produces a maximum error on the actual

inputs of 1.04% for u1 and 0.38% for u2. Whereas, for RF2-MPCLPV this error

amounts to 2.8% and 1.6%, for u1 and u2 respectively.

Table 5.6: Tram SpeciĄcations and MPC Tuning Parameters

Parameter Symbol Value Units

Mass M 80000 kg
Rolling resistance coef. µ 0.005
Aerodynamic drag coef. CDA 5.4
Air density ρ 1
Max. acceleration amax 1 m/s2

Min. acceleration amin −1.2 m/s2

Max. motor power Pmax
m 850 kW

Min. motor power Pmin
m 850 kW

Min. brake force fmin
f 105 N

Prediction horizon Np 20
Control horizon Nu 11

output weights Qy

[
10 0
0 0

]

input weights Qu

[
0 0
0 3

]

input rates weights Q∆u

[
2 0
0 2

]

Sampling time Ts 0.2 s

Table 5.7: Tram position tracking with MPC- Performance Comparison

MPCLPV RF-MPCLPV RF2-MPCLPV

Ta [s] 0.0123 0.00599 0.00574
TM [s] 0.0404 0.01771 0.01481
∆Ta [%] −− 51.4525 53.5225
ηa[%] −− 9.8280 9.8297
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of input forces u1 and u2 when driving the tram with
MPCLPV, RF-MPCLPVand RF2-MPCLPV algorithms together with
the input constraints.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of output position y1 and speed y2 when driving the
tram with MPCLPV, RF-MPCLPVand RF2-MPCLPV algorithms to-
gether with the output constraints.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

Model Predictive Control (MPC) algorithms proposed in this thesis address dif-

ferent problems afecting electrical and mechatronic systems. Control systems

have been tested on real processes and high Ądelity simulators.

The proposed algorithms for power converters have been oriented to im-

prove pre-compensated systems performance allowing to embed the considered

algorithms on commercial hardware, maintaining the original low level con-

trollers and limiting changes in the designed primal control loop. Theoretical

conditions to efectively apply MPC for pre-compensed systems on low compu-

tational hardware have been also given.

Control laws developed for piezoelectric micro-positioning systems also rep-

resent a solution to embed these algorithms in commercial control hardware.

Both MPC and RG paradigm have been considered in the development of the

proposed algorithms, showing the ability of the predictive control to drive non-

linear plants considering approximated linear models of the real process.

Algorithms to control Unmanned Vehicles have been also considered. A Ref-

erence Governor (RG) approach for a VTOL aircraft has been proposed and

a Fault Tolerant (FT) policy for an over-actuated vessel has been developed.

Both solutions are based on Linear Time Invariant (LTI) MPC. The nonlinear

behavior of the controlled systems has been approximated with the identiĄed

or linearized models, exploiting MPC robustness properties to control the con-

sidered processes.

MPC solutions to control Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) models have

been investigated. Considering the anticipative action, several algorithms have

been developed to improve the control performance of an Aerosonde aircraft

described by an identiĄed LPV model. An innovative algorithm oriented to

reduced the computational efort required to compute the LPV-MPC control

law has been also presented. By the introduction of a coordinate transformation

in the control law, the developed algorithm avoids to iteratively re-compute the

MPC optimization problem, reducing the required computational burden. This

theoretical result allows to reduce the computational efort of LPV-based MPC

on embedded control platform.



Chapter 6 Conclusions

Several research opportunities have been highlighted by the application of

the LPV paradigm to complex nonlinear dynamics plants. Therefore the future

research will be oriented to the study of alternative solutions to the standard

LPV-MPC algorithms, in order to the improve the computational eiciency

and investigating the features related to the iterative rebuild of the control

law. In particular, due to the LPV-MPC paradigm, the possibility to change

the control law during the rebuilding step, modifying it with respect to the

control scenario, opens the way to a wide set of research opportunities.
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